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CINOJIO-QTJININE.
ÇINCHO-QUININE, which was placed in the hands of physicians in 1869, bas been tested in all parts of the conntry,

,and the testimony in its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Peruvian Bark,
nia, Quinidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.
have tested CiNcHo-QUININE, and have fouind it to contain quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine."

F. A. GENTH, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralngy.

LABORATORY OF THH UNIVERSITY oF CHICAGo, February 1, 1875.
Ihereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINCHO-QUININE, and by direc-

Imade a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinehonine, and hereby certify that I found theee alka-
in CINCHO-QUIN'iNE." C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.

<I have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINCHO-QUININE, and find it to contain quinine,
'faidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine." S. P. SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.

10no other form are contained the important alka- Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to

."n1 principles of Bark, so as to be accessible to know that I have used the alkaloid for two years or
ical gentlemen. nearly, in my practice, and I have found it reliable,

l it is found a and all I think that you claim for it. For children

tt Qunii -c s b i toid and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too
r anti-periodic than Quinine ; and the alkaloids easily uininized by the Sulphate, the Cincho acts

1
1
lgin association, unquestionably produce favor- eacham, ad we n ha ee he id with
reeil nlece hc cabebaîedfo like a chrand we can hardly see how we did with-
rme alone. out it so long. I hope the supply will continue.

alone.Yours, with due regard,
addition to its superior efficacy as a tonic and J. R. TALOR , Kosse, Texas

1-Periodic, it bas the following advantages which I.d r NC o,KssE exs

*'ýtY increase its value to pitysicians:- of haeSd orCICI-UN.i exclusively fory mceas it vaue t phsicans:--our years in.this mnalarial region.
st Itexerts the full therapeutic influencet is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphatc, and
te of Quinine, in the same doses, without oppress- iore agrecable to administer. It gives great satisfac-
the stomach, creating nausea, or pro:ucing o

ebral distress, as the Sulphate of Quinine ,re- D. H. CHASE, M.D., Louisville, Ky.
ntly does, and it produces much less constitutinnal I have used the CINCHe-QUiNE ever sinCe its

L Tt has the great advantage of being nearly ntroduction, and am so well satisfied with its results

tless. The bitter is very slight, and fot u hat I use it in all cases in whiich I formerly used the
ess. ntthe bteiver sliht an no uulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during

tthe most sensitive or delicate wom or e paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus

. It is less costly; the price will fluctuate with the ose no time.I.
aind fall of barks; but will always be much less
the Sulphate of Quinine. I am using CINCHo-QUININE, and find it to act as

It meets indications not met by that Salt. reliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.

Ai In the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

Middlebuirg, Pa., ý-ively, and deem its action upon them more beneficial

Md SUpeibg P. han that of the time-honored Sulphate.
April 13, 1875. of th W. C. SCH ULTZE, M.D.,

n cannot refrain from giving you m. DOSE THE SAM Marengo, Iowa.

1 iony regarding CiNCHO-QU1NINE. CINCHO-QUININE in my practice bas given the best
conaRpractice of twenty years, eight of which were f r , i m a o Sul-

£ ith a drgsoe& aeue unn ~ ,et ~~a~,uAOU 'fresults, beiiig in my estimation lar superior to Sl
n4. ection with a drug store. I have uised Qumme >hate of Quinine anIaRmndanae oeh

such cases as are generally recommended by the b hate of Quinine, and bas many advantages over the
0

fession. In the last four or five years I have used f Sulphate. G. INALL, M.D.,

frequently your CINCHO-QUININE in place of NorEha mpth marke
kk1nie, and 1 have neyer been disappointed in rny .votur CINclIn-QuiNINa 1 have used with marked

NcOatiandn success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.

No. Y. SHINDEL, M.D. D. MACKAY, M.D , Dallas, 'Ixas.

Will send a sample package, for trial, containing fifty grains of CINCHO-QUIÀINF, on recelpt of twentY-fVe cents., or
orders amounting to one hundredcunce on receipt of one dollar and sixty cents, poit paid. Spocial prices given for oresao0igt n ude

Mees and upwards.

WE MANUFACTURE CIIEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

Arsenic, AMmonium, Antimony, Barium, Bron.na, Dianuth, CerIu;,, Calcium, Copper, Gold, Iodine, Iron, LJd,

Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium, Bilver, Sodium, Tin, Zinc, etc.

Gr Price List and Descriý,tive' Catalo5 'ueiirnished uipon application.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO., Maiufacturing Chemists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NiCHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS.
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MOL L ER'S
FUREZr xOftWZQtAu Co.:vtua Ott,

DR Bscte, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says. .. .
the very best ever prepared for miedicinal purposes." nir

ABBOTTS SMIlTI, M. D., M.R. C. P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: " It li1>
easily a.tsimilated and is productive of more immediat benefit than the other 0i .II
o il are."co

DR. RIJDDOCKS, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: "«We are glad tia be abe ogie 1u
pSatic recommendation to in pure a preparation." ab.. .. g. .. 1UX

J. MARION Sima, M. D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almost daily, and have eVCe
reaPson to be perfectly satisfied witn it."

DR. L. A. SAYREof New Yo-k sayst: Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oi which .. p.
fectly pure, aItd in ever respect al that can be wished.' 1

N. B. SÂA.os, M.D., New York, says: "'It is remarkably f ree f rom impurities"l

W. H. Sehieffelin & Co., NEW YORK-
Sole Agents for United States and O5 iisdl%

MICROSCOPES.
JAýMES W. Q-UEEN" & CO.,

924 Chestnut-St, 601 Broadway,
PHILADELPHIA. NIEW YORK. lso

SEEP constantly in stock, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found .1-K house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and Objectý1e,0
by Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, llartnacb, Nachett, etc., etc. ; and being the exclusive .Agents, for the United 54,o
Of MESSRs. R. & J. BECK of Lonàdon, keep in stock ail the productions of these most eminent manufacturers. AISO'

10 00 P1b i11 -A I E :ID ,0 B JECT rZS:«
IN EVERY DEPARIMENT 0F THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
Address as above.

Anatofical Models and Oseological Preparatio.. . s
SKELETONS, SKULL8, MIGROSOOPIO PREPARATIONS.

Special attention is hereby called to the fact, that we can supply a ......

of MEDICAL WORKS and CHARTS, either American, English or FrelCh

Publications, at second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.
ORDERS FOR THE IMPORTATION 0F BOOKS TAKN. 

Letters well be promptly answered and catalogues sent Addre i ork

BER ENDSOHN BROS, 23 John Street, New hav *
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT

for July, 1875; $1.50.

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS;
4th edition; cloth, $4.25.

SALTER'S DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND SURGERY;

cloth, 84.50.

BEARD & ROCKWELL'S MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ELEOTRICITY.
Second edition, revised, enlarged and mostly rewritten. With 200 illustrations.
Cloth, 86.25; leather, $7.25.

ROBERTS ON URINARY AND RENAL DISEASES.
Second edition; cloth, $4.50.

PARRISH'S TREATISE ON PHARMACY.
Fourth edition; cloth, 85.50.

LINCOLN'S ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS; $1.50.

SWAIN'S MANUAL OF SURGICAL EMERGENCIES.
Illustrated; $2.00.

CLAY'S HANDBOOK OF OBSTETRIC SURGERY.
Third edition; $2.25.

PAVY ON FOODS AND DIETETICS. 84.75.

FLINT'S PHYSIOLOGY.

Volume 5 completing the work. Special Senses: Generation.
Cloth, $4.50.

W'ILLING & WILLIAMSON ,
Publishers & Importers.

12 I~I]STC- STINEIb T ELAST, T

TOR ONT O.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafoy.

" It it always possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid collection without any danger, whatever may be its seat or its nature."
"I have thrust these Needles into almost every part of the body, into the Joints, the Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the Intestines, th@

Lungs and the Meninges, and I can affirm, and a great number of observers attrm with me, that we have never seen corsecutive accidents."-
Dieulafoy on Pneumatic A spiration, /}. 21. 24.

W E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the general
plan of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inventiolil

of our own:-
Fie. 68.
of I. 68r 1st. M ean s of ch an g in g th e p u m p frO 0

an exhaust to a force-pump, and vice versa,
thereby enabling the operator not only tO
withdraw an abnornal fluid, but to in,
ject the cavity through the tubes and
needle of the apparatus with one adapted

N to induce healthy action.-See DieulafO
on A spiration, p. 276, 278.

ftnd. The employment in our apparattiS
No. 1, of a metal Screw Cap, fitting the
neck of the receiver supplied with this
apparatus so securely that it cannot be
foreed from its place by condensed air
while injecting, or accidentally reinoved
while the receiver is in a state of vac0ual
for aspiration. :rteodnlFia. 6M. The Stopper and 3rd. The substitution, for the ordina

Cocks supplied with Ap- oiled silk valves of other apparatuses, 0
paratus No. 2. a kind indestructible both in form and

material.
4th. A simple and comparatively ine

- pensive attachnîent for evaciîatingth
________________________ CSDMAN & SHUTLE FF,-- MI HUTEF contents of the stomnach, egnal, if

superior, to any in use hitherto.
Commenda ions bestowed upon our Aspirators, by physicians familiar with the latest European and American ones, lead us to believe that'

in soime important particulars at least, they are superior to any.
In his work on Pneuniatie Aspirations, )ieulatoy shws the harmlessness of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superiority t, the

ploring Trocar as a mneans of accurate diagnosis in ail vollections of Pathological Fluids. It bas been used with unprecedented success
Retention of Urine, Reduction of Stranlrated Iernia, in Ascites, Hydrothorax, Enpyena, Pneumotlirax,' Effusions into the Pericardi 1'
Serous, Purulent and leinatic Effusions of the Knee, lydrocele, Hydatid Cysts, Abscesses of the Liver, and in various other Patholog
Lesions.

APPARATUS.
No 1. Air Pump-exhanst or condensing as described; 16 1 No. 3. Dieulafoy's Notched Aspirator, Nickel-plated,

oz. receiver, o1 strong class, with screw cap; three steel I with two Needles, tubes, &c., in case.. ................ 14
gold-plated Aspiratory Needles, t<ceher vith the necessary I No. 4. Stoin ch Attachinent, as described, adapted to pump 8tubes, stop-cocks, &c., as shown in Fig,. 68, fitted in a neat accomnpanying -Nos. 1 and 2, additional.. . ...........
case, acconpanied with printed directions.................. .18 oo The foregyoinge arc the poduct (f our on factory, and are

No. 2. The samne, without receiver and vith rubber stopper warranted in evr res/ect.
(Sec Fig. 69) to fit alinost any botle of quart capacity, or Also, Dieulafoy on Pneumatic Aspiration, post-paid, byless, imstead of screw-cap, arrangenïeit, ai.o with printed i-ail, on receipt af...................................
directions .................. .......................... 16 0 W' Ful description on aj>f>iciat ion.

An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent'by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURLEFF,
Makers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BOSTON-

N.B.7See our other advertiseient in alternate numbers of this journal.

./-rs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

rfHE attentla of the Medical profession is called to the great benefit that has been derived by those who have fo0dut
necessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use has been to those who are suffering from partial Procid"

0

tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the Uterus, and in Leucorrhoa, depending on those defects : by removing the ca *h
it quickly cures the discharges. It is also of marked service to persons su'ering fron a lax, or pendulous state o
abdominal walls, and during pregnaacy, it furnishes the much needed support to the Abdomen. A perineal pad
also be attached to the Supporter when required.

The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its excelle
and efficiency
E. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. Mclntosh, M.D., Edin.; Ilamilton.
N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed. ; Toronto. Edwin lenwood, M.D., Hanilton.
Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toranto.
Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. Il. IL Wrîght, M.D., Toronto.
W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hami on.
J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.
Dr. Henry J. Ridle, Hamilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.
M. Lavell, M.D., k4ngston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto.
H. Blackstock, M.D., ilillsdale. M. Ilillary, M.R.C.s. Irel'd,, Toronto.

Pitucc, from $7 to -10. Please send neasurement oround lurest peu: of the hips.
MRS J. E. PEARSN, Box 770, or 12 Adelaide St. e t
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F. G. OTTO & SONS,
(SUCEESsORS TO OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

SIR ISNL,

ORTHOPŒEDICA ANINSTRUMENTS,

Trusses, Abdominal Sup-
porters, Shoulder Braces.

Stockings for Varicose Veins,
Crutches, Skeletons,

Anatomical Pro parations,
Electrie Machines, Ear

Trunpets,
Apparatus for Inhalation,

FINE CUTLERY, &c.

STREET, NEW YORK.

p!B Repairing neatly done.

J. H. GEXR IG,
MANUFACTURER OF

SULRGICAL~
AND

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
109 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

4Spirators, Axilla Thermometers, H1ypodermaic Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallic
StethAscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &c.

1llstrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application

NE W YORK.

H. PLANTEN & SON,
MEDICINAL CAPSULES

OF ALI KINDS. ALSO,

Empty Capsules (s sizes), for the easy administsation of

nauseous medicinal preparations.
eend Samples snt on application. . er Sold by all Druggists.

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.
CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DR UGS, CHEMICALS, TR USSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAVIDs' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

DR. RHODE'S
MEDICAL H0M E.
F OR the Treatment of Paralysis, Deformities,

Spinal and Nervous Diseases, Epilepsy,
Convulsions, Hysteria, and all diseases of the
Brain,, No, 298, Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Office hours from 8 to i i A.M., and from 2 tO 5
P.M. Branch of the Institute, io8. Kendall street,
Boston. Prices of Board and Treatment at the
Branch Institute, from $40 to $6o a month.
Office hours at ro8, Kendall street, from ii
A.M. to 2 P.M., and from 5 P.M. to 8 o'clock P.M.

GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D.,

Medical Director.

THE CENTRAL PHARMACY.

Chemists and Druggists,
Corner of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Toronto,

AVE on hand the following new remedies which will
be sent to any address in all quantities,

Cincho-Quinine, Mono-Bromide Carnphor,
Guarana, Jaborandi.

Croton-Chiorai Hydrate, Salicylic Acid,

&c., &c., &C.
Special attention given to Physicians' prescriptions for

Office use, such as Elixirs, Fluid Extracts,
Pille, Syrups, etc.

(Apparatus for Bow-legs.)

No. 64 CHATHAM

ESTABLISHED 1836.
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* * * * Sugar Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills. -Prof Remington's paPer r
before American Pharmaceutical Assocsation, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & CO'S
JORHOBPORUS ILLS.

PHOSPHORUS is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the biain and nervOuP JO
system, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases: ll!

bh

Lapse of Memory, Impotency, Softening of the Brain, LosO
of Nerve Power, Phthisis, Paralysis and Neuralgia.

The Pilularform has been deemed the most desirable for the administration of Phosphorus. It la in a perfect stastO
subdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solution, and is not extinguished by oxidation.

This method of preparing Phosphorus has been discovered and brought to P»RanCTION by us, and is thus presented
te elementary state, free from repulsive qualities, which have so long militated against the use of this potent aGd

valuable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under all circumstances the admnlh"' I
tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used. 'th

Its use in the above named complaints, is supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fisher, th
Berlin, Dr. Eames, (in the Dublin Journal,) Dr. Burgess, and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatta f
Indicated lu these cases is: bit. Complete rest of mind, especially abstention from all occupations resembling .Ilr
upon which the mind kas been overworked; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itself Palo
fui, which the patient might select; 3rd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases inco
Impressions, putting only those objecta before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very nourishing
aspecially of shell.ifish; 5th. The internai administration of Phosphorus in Pilular form, prepared by WILLI4% Ye
WARNRER 4t on.

, WfirPILL8 SENT BY MAIL ON REGEIPT OF LIST OF PRCES.m
Price per

Pli Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each, . . . . . . $1
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 " " . . . . .

Pil Phosphori, 1-25 " " .

Pil Phosphori Comp. . .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nue. VomicS, i gr. 200 41
Pil Phosphori et Nucis Vomicie, . . .

Phosphorus, 1.50 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomicm, ¾ gr. 200
Pil Phospheri, et Ferri et Nuc. Vom. . . . .

Phosphorus,1-100 gr. Ferri Charb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Ext. Nue. Vom., * gr. 2 0
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quiniæ, . . . .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Quinia Sulph., i gr, 2 o
Pil Phoaphori et Ferri et Nue. Vom. et Quiniae, . . . . . .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext. Nue. Vom., i gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Treatise on " PEOSPEORUS; It claims as a therapeutic agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing Chemists,
No. 1228 Market St., Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's. Standard Preparations for sale by og

ELLIOT & CO., Wholesade Druggists,
ToRoNTO, CANA j
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BOSTON, MASS.

Ninet y-Second A unual Announcement, 1875-76.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE:
'HARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Pbysiology.
(ALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy-
JOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.
OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. FREDERIO I. KNIGHT, MD., Instructor in Percussion,
IENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. Auscultation and Létryngoscopy.
JOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
CIIARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetries REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Patholo-

and Medical Jurisprudence. gical Anatomy.
ýRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory WILLIAM L. RICilARDSON, M.D., Instructor in Clinical

and Practice of Medicine. Obstetrics.
OHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrios. THOMAS DWIGHT, Ja., M.D., Instructor in Histology.

nXNRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
bAVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of
4AMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. Anatomy.
'tOBERT T. EDES, M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica.-« WILIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instrsctor in Chenistry.

Other Instructors t
GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor I Materia Medica.
FRANK W. DRAPER, M.D., Lecturer on Hygiene.

THF. FOLLOWING GENTLEMEN WILL GIVE SPEOIÂL CLINICÂL INSTRUCTION:
FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTI, J., M.D., in Syphilis.
JOHN O. GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKEP M.D., in Otology.
JAMES R. CHADWICWK, M.D., and WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., in Diseases of Women.
CHARLES T. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH P. OLIVER, M.D., in Diseases of Children.

ESAMUEL G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., in Diseates of the Nervous System.
HBE plan of Study was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teaching

and practical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. This year begins September 30, 1875, and ends ont
hie last Wednesday in June, 1876; it is divided loto two equal terms, with a recess of one week between them. Either

9f these two terme is more than equivalent to the former déWinter Session," as regards the amount and character of the
'118tructlon. The course of instruction bas been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and h« houa no
*4ranged as to carry the student pxogressively and systematically from one subject to another in a just and natnial order.
111tbesu bjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, or
%Oeded to, the usual methods of instruction.

Instead of the customary hasty oral exainnation for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the tree
eeRn' period of study, a series of examinations on ail the main subjects of medical instruction bas been distributed
t4ough the whole three years ; and every candidate for the degree muet pass a satisfactor ; examinatiun in every one of

principal departments of medical instruction during hie period of study.
DIVISION 0F STUDIES.

For .e Firat Year-Anatomy, PhysiolOgy and General Chemistry.
Jar the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

%lical Surgery.
For te Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, T ory and Practice of Medicine, Clitical Medicine, Surgery and

riflllcal. Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficieny. Students w o began their

tOfeional studies elsewbere, may be adsitted to advanced standing; but ail persons who apply for admission to the
SteeOd or third years clas, must pass an exaination in the branches aiready pursued by the class to which they seek
srission. Examinations are held in the following ordere

At tbe end of the first year-Anatomy, Pbysiology and gunral Chemistry.
d th sj secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.

ie ofi third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, and
Surgery.

e pxaminations are aloo held before tbe opening of the School, b jginning September 27tr. Students wh do not ritend
roffer themselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one term or more. Any student may
pbtrinn, without an examination, a certificate of bis period of connection with the scool.
Por EQFIREMENT YOR À DE REE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; mut have studied medicine three
For thave spent at least one continuons year at this Scool, have passed tbe required examinations, and have

lteented a thesis.
COURSE FOR GRDUTS.-For the purpos of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, inadditional facilities
Sudnt alinical, laboratory and other studins, to such subjects as timeofstudy adprciey. tung, t heiFarltyb

%tbision Eia tin arers held copin the following ordner :- Phsogy MdclCeitPaooga A tm,

Sery, Auscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalrology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyoho-
"ical Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, GynScology and Obstetriecs.

t Single brancbes may be pursued, and on paystent of the ful fee also the privilege of attending any of tbe other
lcaisesnof the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and ail other rights a wcorded by the Univerainy

>il be graiated. Graduates of other Medical Sohools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this University,
e admitted to examination for this degree e after a year's study in the Graduates' Course. 

taInw.-For Matriculation, $5 ; for the Year, $200; for onu Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Graduates,
R RrE, t Fe fee for one year is $200, for onu Term, $120; and for single courses such feus as are spucitled in the Cata-

gue. Payment in advance.
s ymbers f any onu departmnt of Harvard University have a rigt to attend lectuirs and racitatious in any other

UrtmEnt without paying additional Fo es.
or purig cinical, n larorr Caanloter sdesDR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylton, Street, Boston, Mass.
* in and after September, 1877, an exanination on entrance will be required. For particularse Catalogue.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the Profession
generally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unifore
strength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUINE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANCREATINe

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be the
only remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the Medical
Profession. No small portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatable
to the most fastidious, keep good in all climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In all
cases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, Pancreatie
Emulsion and Pancreatine are the only renedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuring
strength and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which they
assist in digesting.

PANCREATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oit, with whic
if shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparation who

prescribed by itself wiIl be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is largel
used in England.

PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL : A reliable combination of Pancreatine with tle
Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid.PEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests all kinds of Food-the FARINAcEous, FIBE5go'

. and OLEAGINOUS, (being a combination of the sere
active principles of the diRestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.)

Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of Starch'

BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and Russ
e Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourikhing and eaw.

digested Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of emplo.il'e
Starch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.

This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourishroe1
in the most digestible and convenient form.

DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchit'
Recom %ended hy the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult brestbhi5'
spasmote coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the DoIniO'
and America.

Minerai Waters of Vals. JOHI
N a general manner, the springs Saint-Jean, Precieuse,

Desiree, Rigolette, Magdeleine, by their alkalinity, No. 309
fluidify the liquids of the abdominal organs, and cou-
municate to them a reparative impulse. They iucrease (UNDER THE
and facilitate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi-
ration. They disaggregate the molecules which con-
stitute, by their union, gravel or calculus of the kidnevs
or of the liver, and prevent nephritic or hepatic colicl
They ward off gouty attacks, and lessen notably their
violence ; they prevent green sickness by restoring regu-
lar movements to the organs; they awaken vital motion,
neutralise the acidities.and dispel the heaviness of the
stomach, prepare it for easy digestion, and give,in short, to
the whole economy a comfort that one would vainly seek
elsewhere.

Natural Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
" The chlorides of sodium and magnesium and bromide of

magnesium which the bitter water of-Friedrichshall contains,
places it amongst the most efficacious in Europe, and I
regard this spring as a real treasure, whose great value must

se recognized by all who have experienced its salutary and
beneficial effects." &

N REYNDERS & CO.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

Fourth Avenue, New Yorap
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURCF

Manufacturera and Iniport*td

SURGICAL
AND

OrthopEdical Instru0e

SKELETONS,
AND

. ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS'
JUSTUý VON LIEBIG.

Veh Water Comritfctt- anq """'"tt'"" "" "*"""eV echy Water Company, iarticle used by P'hysicians and Surgeons our Speciatîes
27 MARGARJ« ST., REGENT ST., LONDON. iy4

Exportation of all French and German Waters, Wines, Our lliustrated Catalogue and Prie
Brandies, etc. mailed on application, enclosirig twelve cents for Postage
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UNILATERAL CONTRACTION AND
INDURATION OF THE LEFT LUNG.

BY J. STEWART, M.D.,L.R.C.P. & S., ED., BRUCEFIELD.

(Read before the Huron Medical Association.)

I bring before you a patient who is suffering
from a comparatively rare form of disease. It is a
case of contraction and induration of the left lung
of over four years standing. Susanah D., æt 18,
always enjoyed good health up to March, 1871, at
which time she contracted " a cold," and has not
been well since. The late Dr. Cole attended her
during the first few months of her illness-his
diagnosis being chronic bronchitis. I saw her for
the first time six months after her illness began ;
'she was still suffering from chronic bronchitis,
which was principally confined to the left lung; at
this time she was as thin and wasted as she is at
present. With the exception of having lost an
elder sister lately from phthisis, the family history
is good. She is very thin and spare ; weighs only
linety pounds. She complains of a cough and short-

ness of breath on exertion. The expectoration is
glairy, viscid and white in colour, not excessive in
quantity. There is no history of hæmoptysis.
The temperature is generally normal. She is sub-
ject to slight attacks of bronchial catarrh ; has
lever been troubled with night-sweats ; appetite is

generally good ; bowels regular ; she has never
menstruated.-(Patient now broughtlforward.)

PhysicaiSigns.-On inspection there is at once
fnoticeable a marked contraction of the left side.
On asking her to take a full respiration. we notice
that there is no inspiratory expansion whatever-
in place of the chest walls expanding during this
act we see them fall in ,between the fourth inter-
costal space. On furthér inspection we also' see
an impulse in the second left intercostal space,
two inches from the left border-of the sternum-

this impulse is systolic in rythm. On laying the
hand over this part, a distinct diastolic shock is
felt. A systolic impulse and diastolic shock
situated in the second left intercostal space an
inch and a-half to three inches from the left border
of the sternum, are considered by Nothnagel to be
the most certain evidence of shrinking of the left
lung. These two physical signs being then of so
much importance, it will be well to inquire into
their causes. In order that this systolic impulse

and diastolic shock should be produced in the
situation named : viz., in the second left intercostal
space-an inch and a-half to three inches from the
left border of the sternum-the three following
conditions are necessary-(1.) Displacement of
the heart to the left. (2.) Increased pressure in the
pulmonary artery. (3.) An induration of the left
lung covering the pulmonary artery, or so much
retraction of this portion of the lung, as to leave
the base of the heart free. It is only in induration
of the left lung that we find these three conditions
present. The cause of the systolic impulse is the
distension of the pulmonary artery during the con-
traction of the ventricle. The diastolic shock is
owing to the sudden closure of the pulmonary
semi-lunar valves. The apex beat is ill-defined--
situated on a level with the nipple and imme-
diately inside of it-so that it is displaced upwards
and outwards. The vocal fremitus is diminished.
Percussion over the whole of the diseased side in
front, gives an absolutely dull note. Posteriorly
towards the base, the note is of the sanie character.
In the supra-scapular region the dullness is not
absolute. The resonance on the sound side is
exaggerated ; the right lung extends a quarter of
an inch beyond the leit border of the sternum.
The liver is displaced an inch downwards by the
right lung. We also find the diseased lung so
much retracted, as to allow the stomach to ascend
to the fourth intercostal space. These two latter
signs : viz., an encroachment of the sound lung

towards the diseased side, and raising of the dia-
phragm on the left side, are absolutely diagnostic
of contraction of the lung. There is nothing dis-

tinctive, in the signs elicited by auscultation, of this
disease. Here the respiratory murmur at the apex
in front, is tubular in character and accompanied
by whistling râles ; further down there is scarcely
to be heard any respiratory murmur whatever.
Over all the front of the chest and towards the
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ase behind, the heart sounds are very loud, the tracts of fibroid tissue. In the first stage of the

ense lung being a good conductor of sound. disease, the lung becomes increased in volume,

ehind, the respiration is blowing in character over owing tu the increase of its connective tissue. In

he scapula ; further down and along the vertebrS the second stage, this tissue co ntracts and gradually

t is harsh, and in the latter situation is accom- obliterates th& air celîs, leaving the lung in the

anied by cooing râles. The breathing on the state just described. This change seldom or neyer

ight side both in front and behind is exaggerated. takes place without previous inflammatory pro-

Along the vertebræ there are a few râles to be cesses in the lung. A few say that they have seen

eard also on this side, but their appearance is it occur as a primary affection, resembling the

nly a late occurrence, due to a slight attack of similar process that takes place in the liver and

ronchial catarrh, from which she is at present suf- kidneys.

ering. Posteriorly the breath sounds are heard A peculiar feature of this disease is that it is
tree inches lower down on the rigIt than on the nearly always unilateral,-generally affecting a

eft side, this being stild further evidence of the whole lung, sQmetimes confi ned to a part of it

hrinking of the left kong. The vocal resonance is This is the second case of this nature that I have

increased both anteriorly and posteritrly. There met with in private practice. The first case

s in ah probability hypertrophy of the rigbt yen- was in a man, t the It ra a course of eight

triche ; but owing to the encroacbment of the rigbt years. Here there was very great dilatation of the

lungsto the left side, there is no physical evidence bronchial tubes. The expectoration for years was

of this condition being present. enormous in quantity and horribly offensive. There

Rernark.-W bat is the nature of the organic were at least two large bronchial cavities in this

change that has taken place in this lung? It patient's right lung. He died from pneumonia,

au be only one qf two changes. it is eithe o a probably indu ced by diffuse putresence of the

lung that has undergone the fibroid change, or one lung. Fibroid induration of the lung bas various

tbalt bas been compressed by a pleural effusion. I synonyms. it is at present generally cated

think there is little doubt but that it is the fibroid fibroid phtisis. Lt is the same disease as Sir

change whics bas taken place here. The physical Dominick Corrigan described years ago by the

signs of the two conditions, are much alike, so that name Of "Cirrhosis of the Lung." Lt is also

we bave to look to tbe history to discriminate caled interstitiao preulonia, chronic pneumo-

between tbem, it being the only trustwort y means nia, &c- Our late lamented president was clinical

at our command. A change of tbis nature fol- clerk to Sir Dominick Corrigan and had

lowing bronchitis must of necessity be of a fibroid charge of the first case of this disease that ths

character,-at least it is impossible for bronchitis celebrated physician described. Lu conclusion 1

to bring about a compressed lung. This patient wil say that it is very important in a prognosti

neyer had pleurisy. Lt sometimes happens that a point of view tt make a clear distinction between

lung compressed by previous pleural effusion takes this form of phthisis and the more common forms,

on a fibroid change. The pbysical state of a lung for the reason that this disease runs a very long
was undergone this fibroid change is the foi- course-lasting generally for a series of years,

thatta a py being in this respect ver different fro the ordin-
bary formes of consumption. This disease in itself

-its vesicles are obliterated and the bronchial does not tend towards a fatal issue. The patient's

tubes dilated. There is no dilatation of the lease of hie depends a good deal on how the sound
bronchial tubes in tbis case, at least, tbe dilatation hup g continues t perform its functiuns. If it
can b tenlyione o two hanesIt is either pouhd becom e iuflamed, etc., the progneis would
lunot thateasi ng tomanbroidchange, ertone lbe very grave. Again, as long as the right heart

by the general symptoms or physical signs by s able to propel suficient bhood into the lung-,

which this condition is characterized. The lung the prognosis remains good, but trough time

tissue is hard and dense and cannot be to , and tbe rigat ventricle becomes exhausted fom over-
creaks on being cut. These changes are partly due work, its fibres degenerate, we a consequence is
at arou fértom nd c of thi ntue f- clmarasmus and general dropsy. The treatment of

ti abprochitisnmusto normalitynbetof t this disease is of course onhy a mere treatment of

of the lung, and partly to the formation of a symptoms. There are no known means of reso i

nuclear growth, which developd into extensive ing cicatricial tissue.
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A CASE OF HYDATID DISEASE OF THE
CHORION.

BY NORMAN BETHUNE, M.D.,F.R.C.S. EDIN., &C.

FELLOW OF THE OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

The subject of the following case was a married
lady, aged forty-one, of delicate constitution and
highly nervous temperament ; the mother of eight
children, two of whom died from affections inci-
dental to childhood. Her eldest is now twenty.

She has had repeated miscarriages which, if we
may include the present instance, amount to seven;
of those one occurred between the births of the
first and second, another between those of the
second and third, and two between those of the
fifth and sixth ; all of them from the fourth to the
sixth month of pregnancy. The remaining three

took place about the second month, and after the
birth of her youngest, a fine child, now nearly fivd
years of age. Her health has been indifferent
since the loss of one of her children eleven years
ago, caused, as she supposes, by watching and
Over anxiety at that time. She has suffered from
repeated attacks of neuralgia of the head and face
and general debility for the last four years. Three
Inonths ago. she had occasion to suspect preg-
nancy, having noticed a suspension of a catamenial
Period on the ist of October (the last. appearance
being on the ist of September.) The catamenia
were again observed on the 22nd of October in a
Slight way and continued to the time I first saw
her, in consultation with her medical attendant, on
the 26th of November. It appears that on the
2oth November (a week preceding) she had ex-
Perienced a sharp attack of hemorrhage with
severe labour-like pains recurring at intervals of
ten minutes, to arrest which morphine had been
adninistered and sponges introduced and kept
applied for fourteen hours. By these means, both
hernorrhage and pains were so far arrested that
nothing but a sign of the former remained for a
fortnight afterwards. Subsequently, however, a
fiow occurred mixed with dark odorless clots and
glairy.strings of the thickness of a straw and four
or five inches in length. She states that she had
n0 pains at this time, but observed that a sense of
weight at the lower part of the abdomen preceded
the discharge. Since the first appearance of blood
on the 22nd of October she noticed a strange fui-
fes above the pubes. It alternatVly contracted and

relaxed but in either event occasioned no differ-
ence as to the quantity of the flow. The breasts
became fuller, described by herself as being more
fleshy than is usual in early pregnancy. Sickness
at the stomach was a symptom which distressed
her very much, commencing at the time the flow
appeared on the 22nd of October. It persisted
day and night with little intermission, in spite of the
remedies appropriately directed to its alleviation.
She experienced no pains at this period, but com-
plained of the sense of weight already alluded to.
She had strange fancies and longings for food, but
could bear nothing on her stomach for any length
of time. When I first saw her on the 26th of
November (i.e., one month after the first discharge)
she presented the following symptoms :-She was
in bed, prostrate, and naturally pale she was now
decidedly blanched, and in a very reduced physical
condition from the protracted drain, which was
still continuing. The uterus was large, and could
be easily felt above the pubes. It presented a
moderately firm pyriform tumour, reaching a point
midway between the pubes and umbilicus. The
os uteri was high up, directed considerably back-
wards and slightly patulous. By careful digital
examination nothing was noticed within the os ;
the cervix was somewhat elongated, and it, as well
as the neighbouring parts of the organ, gave a firm
hard feel to the touch. There was a pretty free
discharge of a darkish sanguineous fluid from the
vagina. The physical symptoms were observed
and intelligently described by the patient, prior to
the examination made by myself in cohfirmation
of them: viz., a tumour of a bizdrre character,
sometimes comparatively small and hard, at others
large and flaccid, or hard at one side and soft at
another, or alternately bulging out either in the
umbilical or right and left hypogastric regions suc-
cessively. After apparently shifting in this manner
both as regards position and density, it would
flatten out and occupy a large area, feeling quite
soft throughout and giving the patient the sensa-
tion and exciting the hope in her mind that it had
altogether vanished. On these occasions of alter-
nate hardening and softening of the tumour, she
never experienced any pain whatever, at any rate
nothing approaching what might be termed labour
pains. Percussion and auscultation gave no clue
as to the character of the tumour. As sponges
had been resorted to, and the spes ultra scarcely
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entertained that a fœtus if present could be saved
she was ordered ergot for some days in addition th
to such articles of food and stimuli as she could ta
retain. Ergot appeared to have no effect in re- d
calling the pains, but she picked up sufficient in p
a few days to be enabled to leave her bed for an c
hour or two, and she was subsequently encouraged tr
to move into another room in the expectation that o
this exercise might help to bring the case to a crisis. it
The symptoms above described, minus the de- a
bility, continued more or less until the afternoon of s
the 27 th of December (i.e., two months after the t
first sign of discharge), when pains set in, gradually a
increasing in intensity and frequéncy. On exa- s
mination per vaginam there was a distinct presen- a
tation of a soft body, but the os was situated so w
high up and so far tilted backwards, that any at- v
tempt to withdraw it by the finger failed after w

repeated trials. As the substance appeared to be
very friable I decided not to neddle with it, and
left the case to nature, trusting that the uterine con- t
tractions, which were very vigorous, would in no 1
long time effect its delivery. About ten next morn-
ing, after a night of intense suffering, and no little i
hemorrhage, she was relieved of a mass which,
barring its peculiar appearance, might have been
mistaken for an ordinary placenta at the full period.

A large cluster of grapes may well be taken to
illustrate the appearance presented by this body,
which weighed nearly two pounds. It consisted of
innumerable pellucid vesicles varying in size from,
that of a pin's head to a cherry stone ; they were
chiefly suspended by long hollow filaments to the
deeper structure, but others appeared as secondary
cysts or buds derived from the larger ones. Some
of these latter showed a tertiary set of sprouts and
others a spray of filaments, the debris probably of
another aborted set. Many of the vesicles showed
opaque whitish dots and two distinct coats, the
outer one having been partially stripped off by
attrition, as seen in the two largest vesicles in the
accompanying sketch.

Paget states that the process of formation of
ese cysts may be summed up as follows :-Cer-
in of the cells in the proper villi of the chorion
eviating from their cell-form and increasing dis-
roportionately in size, fori cysts which remain
onnected by the gradually elongated and hyper-
ophied tissue of the villi. On the outer surface
f the new formed cysts, each of which would, as
were, repeat the chorion, and surpass its power,
new vegetation of villi sprouts out of the same

trucaire as the proper villi of the chorion. In
iese begins again a similar development of cysts,
nd so on ad infinitum. Each cyst as it enlarges
eems to lead to the wasting of the cells around it,
nd then, moving away from the villus in which it
as formed, it draws out the base of the villus
hich strengthens itself and forms the pedicle on
hich the cyst remains suspended.
With the exception of the discharge of a small

nass of cysts, and inconsiderable homorrhage on
wo occasions subsequent to the above, the patient
has been gradually improving, and is now in a fair
vay of recovery, the uterus having contracted to
ts normal size.

COMPOUND DISLOCATION AND FRAC-

TURE OF THE ANKLE JOINT.

BY CLARKSON FREEMAN, M.D., MILTON, ONT.

On the 25th of Sept. 1874, Mr. Robert John-
ston, et 43, stage proprietor of Burlington, while
driving quickly down a hill, his horses bolted to the
left hand side of the road, and upset the stage at
the bottom of the hill. His leg was caught, near
the foot, in the wheel which almost twisted his foot
off. On examination I found the tibia dislocated
to the inner side and protruding about four inches
through a transverse wound of nearly three inches
in extent. The fibula presented a comminuted
fracture at the upper part of its lower third. He
had lost a considerable quantity of blood from the
lacerated vessels, before I saw him. Dr. Beattie of
Kilbride, administered chloroform, and when the
patient was completely under its influenee, I flexed
the thigh and knee, and produced extension from
the foot, and thus readily reduced the tibia to its
normal position. I biought the integument to-
gether with a bandage, and placed a side-splint on
the outside of the leg and retained the leg in a
flexed position. On the fourth day gangrene and
sloughing commenced, which soon exposed the

whole of the internal malleolus. Extensive cellul-
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itis also supervened, which required frequent open-
ings to allow the matter to escape from the leg.
He had severe constitutional disturbance accom-
panied with hectic or irritive fever, which required
the constant use of iron, quinine, and wine, &c.,
and the liberal use of opiates to allay the severe
proxysmal attacks of pain at the ankle joint, which
Were so intense as to produce great agony and
cause hin to break out into profuse perspiration.
I was obliged to change the position of the foot
maany times in order to avoid bed sores, and he be-
came so exhausted that it was painful to make any
alteration of position. As soon as I ascertained
that the lower part of the tibia was loose (although
it was never fractured), I extracted it, (on the 99 th
day after the accident) to the great relief of my
Patient. The necrosed bone was nearly an inch in
length, and wedge-shaped; the articular surface
forming its base.

(The iregular furrow in the eut shows the Une of separation.)

I introduced my finger into the joint, but dis-
coveredno other fragments of bone. The periosteum
aPPeared quite smooth, as also the remaining arti-

.cular surface of the joint. The foot was easily
displaced forward or backward about an inch with-
out pain. There was also a deep slough at the

'heel. His improvment dated from the extraction
Of the necrosed bone, and as soon as he had suf-
ficient strength I drove him ten miles to his home
(on the 13th of June, 1875), and placed him under
the care of Dr. Richardson of Burlington. There
ea% new formation of bone at the end of the
tibia, so that the leg has its right length, and there
is slight motion of the joint. There is a little de-
fective union of the upper. fragment of the fibula
When I last saw him ; but there is no doubt that he
Will have a useful limb. I will conclude by giving
and extract from Mr. J.'s letter, dated Nov. 3 oth,
1875.-

Dear Doctor,-I an in first-rate good heàlth,
and weigh 168 pounds-ten pounds heavier than I
ever did. I can bring down fifty-eight pounds

pressure upon my foot, which I find is a gain of
five pounds pressure per week. I can now calcu.
late when I will be able to walk without my
crutches, as I have only sixty-five pounds more to
overcome. I will write and let you know when I
an able to walk. Yours respectfully, Robert
Johnston.

MAN'S MORAL RESPONSIBILITY FROM
A SCIENTIFIC STANDPOINT.

BY HENRY HOWARD, M.D., M.R.c.S., ENG., SUPER-

INTENDENT INSANE ASYLUM, LONG POINT, ST.

JOHN'S, QUEBEC.

Read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society, Montreal, Dec. '75.

The subject to which I beg to draw your atten-
tion this evening is, I consider, one well worthy of
your consideration " Man's Moral Responsibility."
Examinéd by the Light of Science, in other words,
how far man is obligated to obey that Moral law
which governs the universe, that great unwritten
law, stamped upon the soul of man by the hands
of his Creator, but which, through physical defects,
the creature does not always recognize. It is a
very easy thing to say that every man is morally re-
sponsible for his acts, but it is quite a different
thing to prove the assertion. I believe that, under
certain circumstances, man is morally responsible
for the greater part of his acts, under other circum-
stances he is not morally responsible and that,
under no circumstances, is he morally responsible
for all his acts. To assume that a man was thus
respofisible would be to assume, not that every
man had a free will, for this every man has, but
that every man was so organized, mentally and
physically, as to direct his will and make all his
thoughts, acts and deeds subject tç his will. Now
this we know is not by any means th.e case : every
man frorii his own experience knows that he can-
not always, indeed that he ver'y seldom can,
control his thoughts. We frequently think of the
very thing we do not wish to think of, and cannot
think of what we would wish tothink of. A hor-
rible sight attracts our notice, we would feign
forget it, but our thoughts haunt us, with it night
and day, and no force of our will can enable us to
forget it. How many thousand occurrences of
our past lives would we not all willingly forget, but
we cannot do it,-the most simple occurrence,
brings the past into our thoughts, with the greatest
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vividness, without any action of our will. On the
other hand, how often do we wish to remember
the most simple thing, such as a word or the name

of a person, and by no act of our will can we,
think of either the one or the other. Again, take
passions arising from our emotional organization-
love, joy, grief, jealousy-none of these are at all
times under the control of the will ; we may con-

ceal them to a great degree, but we cannot always
control them by any force of the Will. Thought
and desire, then, is to say the least of it, not always
under the control of the will. Are our acts to do
or not to do, always under the control of the will ?
I think not. We all know how many things we
wish to do and cannot do from one cause or an
other ; and 1 believe that it is the experience of
nearly every man that, at some period of his le,
from an internal force, he was impelled to act con-

trary to his will. Again, no matter, how much we
wish it, we cannot always control or change either
hereditary or acquired movements of our body, or
peculiarity of action. It is a truly scientific fact
that every man has a free will, and it is simply
nonsense to talk of any one in the world control-
ling the will of another. Our acts may be
controlled by external circumstances contrary to
our will, but no external power can control our
will, though a man may be so situated that he is
powerless to obey his will. Another important
scientific fact, the comprehending of which is neces-
sary for the well-being of man himself in particular,
and society in general, is that the will itself, unless
it is properly instructed through the organs of sense
cannot be a guide to our physical organization,
and, unless the mental organization is healthy
and well-balanced, the will can only act upon it
by directing it wrongly, as it does the mental or-
ganization of the idiot, the imbecile, the lunatic,
and the m*orally insane, which causes them all to
be irresponsible for their acts. Again no ruatter
how well instructed the will may be, and how
strong may be a man's reasoning powers, if he is
born a cripple he is not responsible that he cannot
run, nor if he be a paralyzed man that he does not
escape from a burning house.

There are very many circumstances over which
we had, or have, no control - that lessen our
moral responsibility. None of us had a choice of
parentage, the time or place of our birth, our early
education and surroundings ; we came into the
world without our will, and we will leave it whether
we will it or not.

A man's moral, as well as his physical nature is
made for him ; whetherthat moral nature be good
or bad, he is indebted to his progenitors for it ; it
is his inheritance, as much as is the colour of his

eyes or the shape of his features The mental and
physical organization, being -one mind and body,
constitute one animate man, inseparable and indi-
visible ; both are the act of procreation, from
the moment man is conceived in his mother's
womb.

Locke, and the philosophers of the Utilitarian
school, taught that ther3 were no innate principles
in the human understanding, no primary notions,
stamped upon the mind of man. He would not
have fallen into this error had physiology and
pathology,,proved in his day, as they have in ours,
that mind and body are one, nor would he have
confused the mmd with the soul. He would have
seen that procreation was a whole, not a part, so
far as the natural order went ; and that man's
mental organization was as much due to his pro-
genitors as was his physical formation. The
opposing school, the Intuitionists, recognized the
fact of mind and body being one procreated
animal man, and the soul a distinct thing, coming
from the hands of the Creator, at the very moment
of conception. They consequently recognized the
fact that there was primary innate principles
stamped upon the mind of man. Metaphysicians
have not agreed, and perhaps they never will agree,
as to the exact time during gestation that the sou
enters into the child. But this has nothing to do
with the question before us, so long as we recognize
the fact that man possesses a soul. a supernatural
part, that he does not inherit from his progenitors,
but is given to him direct from God, and that it is
this soul that makes the difference between man
and all other animals. I am not going to
enter into the question whether a man does
or does not possess a soul, bût simply take it for
an undisputed fact. If, however you ask me
what is the power of the soul upon the body,
I answer, that the soul and will are one, or rather
that the will is the operation of the soul, and, as I
have already said, perfectly free in its action for
good or evil, though limited in its power, accord-
ing to the physical organization it bas to deal with.
It can do very little with, the mental organization
of an idiot, an imbecile, or a lunatic, and that little
is all wrong ; but it can be directed by the reason-
ing powers of the strong intellect, and by so doing
bring the whole man into subjection.

I would not have you suppose that the only at-
tribute of the soul is will, but that by this attribute
do we' best comprebend it; by this attribute we
know that it is something, not of, but acts upon
the intellectual portion of our mental organization,
and is again acted upon by it. It is neither mind
nor body, but something distinct from both. Con-
science is another attribute of the soul. You may
ask, is it matter, or is it spirit? For nearly two
thousand years the answer to this question has
been fought in every shape and form, and with
much injustice, bitterness and bad feeling, by
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two contending parties, the Materialists and the temper in some men, and to blame others for weak-

Spiritualists, both parties defending their opinions ness or peevishness is on a par with praising an

by appeals to Scripture, thereby admitting that it eunuch for chastity or blaming an African for fetich-

was outside the dome of Science. And it appears ism. Nor does heredity influence the character i

to me that the battle has been, and yet is, a very a physiological manner only. But pathology often

fruitless one, particularly as both parties agree that plays an important part in determining the result-

the soul leaves the body at death, and lives for ant moral nature, not only in a vast number of

ever ; that it is immortal. Now I believe that the diseases, such as insanity, gout, consumption, can-
soul is spiritual, but I am not going to find fault cer, epilepsy, &c., each of which influences the

with Mr. Tyndall because he believes it material, moral temperament hereditarily ; but many habits

when, as I have already said, he believes it, if I and even tricks of manner are ascertained to be

understand him right, to be immortal. No doubt, transmitted from parents to offspring without any

the difference in our views is due to the dif- accompanying disease, and such cases may be
ference there is in our mental organizations, and the regarded as instances of the inheritance of moral

inz'pressions made upon the same in our childhood, pathological traits. The influence which many

so that if we would we could not think alike on a diseases exercise upon the nature of the individual

subject that science cannot explain by either phy- is prodigious, ergo, in the various forms of insanity
Siology or pathology, like it does mind and body. the whole moral nature is frequently not merely

Mr. Tyndall admits the grand, inexplicable mys- modified, but completely changed, and the bias

tery of procreation, but in my opinion he only which the nature takes may be shown to be in

adds to the mystery when he endeavours to prove every instance dependent upon the part of the

that the immortal soul is derivable from the mor- brain affected. Thus pathology enables us to state

tal parents, as is the mortal mind and body. I that irritation of the frontal cells produces insanity
think it is much easier to believe that our immor- of the intellect, acute mania, and that softening of

tal, ever-living part comes direct from God. the same parts leads to dementia ; that irritation of

The more I have studied the question and the the parietal and occipital cells results in moral in-

More I have observed mental diseases, a11d par- sanity, melancholia, &c., often leaving the intellect

ticularly their history, the more am I convinced, quite unclouded ; and that irritation occurring still

flot only that mind and body constitutes one phy- further back in the cerebellum and medulla oblon-

Sical being, but that man inherits his moral gata produces a want of controlling power, or what

qualities from his progenitors, the saine as does might be called insanity of the muscles.' "It is

any other animal inherit the particular character- easy, then, to understand from this, how disease will

istic of its species. Whatever the parent is in often modify, or even quite change a man's moral

kind, such will be the offspring ; we do not breed nature. Solomon, with inflamed frontal cells,
a terrier from a bull-dog, nor a hunter from a cart- becomes a raving maniac ; and we have but to ir-

horse, neither a greyhound from a foxhound, and ritate the parietal cells to turn Diogenes into a

so far as the animal goes, there is just as great a pickpocket ; excite the cerebellum, and Joseph is

difference amongst men. One thing we all have turned into a Don Juan."
in common, and that is what God specially It is evident then, that man is a mere

gives-the supernatural soul. creature of circumstances ; he has nothing to do

Messenger Bradley, writing on the subject of the in the choice of parentage ; his mental organiza-

hereditary transmission of our moral qualities, tion is made for him; as well as his physical ; he

says: " To a certain extent the doctrine that a has no choice as to what his surroundings are to be

Man's moral nature, like his physical, is made for in childhood, or how he is to be educated ; it may

him does meet with general acceptance, for, admit- be as a thief, a liar, a hypocrite, or a fanatic, or it

ting the influence of hereditary temperaments, a may be the very contrary ; he is lead he knows not

large concession is made to the truth of the agree- how, he cares not where. With all these facts be-

rnent, and no one will be bold enough to deny that fore us it is hard to see where or when a man's re-

different temperaments, which the individual sponsibility begins; yet under certain circumstances
Vlition will vainly attempt materially to modify, man is in a great degree morally responsible for

are inherited, such as cheerful, morose, timid, bold his acts ; that is, he is (I take it) merely responsi-
&c., and that these again are associated with special ble for what he has received, and no more. If he

bOdily conformation. The common expression, it has received the ten talents he is responsible for

is just like Roger, he is cursed with a bad, or bless- the use he makes of them ; if but the one, he is
ed with a good temper, &c., indicates a general only responsible for the one ; and if he has receiv-

acceptance of the- statement that different men ed no talent, he has nothing to give ; therefore no-

Possess different moral temperaments. With a man thing can be required of him ; nothing from noth-
Whose nature is passionate it is a blow and a word ; ing and nothing remains. Such, for example, is the
the Phlegmatic man, under similar circumstances, case of the imbecile and idiot ; they have received

consllts his lawyer." To praise firmness or good nothing, and consequently have nothin to givç,
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The man of a weak or badly-balanced mental
organization has only one poor talent ; little can
be expected from him ; and that little becomes less
if his early surroundings are bad and vicious. On
the other hand a man who does not inherit any crimi-
nal or disordered taint-a thing rare to fnd ; whose
mental organization is healthy and well-balanced;
whose surroundings from'infancy to manhood have
been the good and the beautiful; whose moral edu
cation has been well attended to, and who is as
strong and healthy in body as in mind,-in fact, a
man that has received his full ten talents, that man
as long as his health remains, is as near to being a
truly responsible man, as we can possibly conceive
a man to be.

We can each and all of us without much
trouble come forward, when required, and
declare the maniac, the imbecile and idiot not
morally responsible beings ; but it is not so easy to
point out and say, that man has received his ten
talents, and is res ponsible in the highest degree,
and that other man has only received his one
talent, and has but little moral responsibility. No
man in such cases can certainly judge of his fellow
but every man can judge himself and know exactly
his responsibility.

I have spoken of moral insanity; I shall now
explain what I mean by that term. To Mr.
Maudsley of all other men belongs the credit of
having drawn attention to this form of mental
alienation. Like any other form of insanity, it is
caused either by hereditary transmission or physical
disease. In both cases there is some abnormal state
of the moral portion of the nervous centre. Patho-
logy has shown, that according to the symptoms,
the disease will be in the cells of the cortical por-
tion of either the lateral and posterior portions of
the cerebrum, or the cortical portion of the cere-
bellum and medulla oblongata. What is extraor-
dinary in this form of insanity is that the afflicted
person is in no sense a maniac. His intellectual
organization will be all right; no hallucination, il-
lusion or delusion. A morally insane man can
reason just as well as he ever reasoned ; indeed in
some cases the reasoning power seems to be sharp-
ened. Yet, is the person actually mad and
irresponsible for his acts ? His disease impels him
to commit acts contrary to his reason. The honest
man of yesterday becomes a rogue to-day, by an
impulse that he cannot control. The sober man
of yesterday becomes the drunkard of to-day from
a similar reason. The peaceful man suddenly be-
comes a murderer, and the chaste man impure.
And all this simply the result of disease ; simply
cases for medical treatment, and not for punish-
ment. It is not moral depravity, it is moral in-
sanity.

Let us mention a few Cases of ordinary occnr-
ence. A mercantile man, whose whole life has
been that of an honest honorable trader,-a man

of irreproachable character, most particular in all
his money transactions. This man gets an attack
of fever, and, to all appearance, recovers, going
again to his business office with his intellect clear
and sound as ever ; after a short time, society is
startled to hear that he is a forger and robber. He
stands his trial for the offence, perhaps pleads
guilty; he is committed to prison ; jhen perhaps
for the first time comes out his secret, that he was
impelled by a power that he could not control, and
that no one was more surprised at the act than he
was himself; he calls it the temptation of the
Devil, and that he has a right to suffer punish-
ment for his crime. Not only that, but he tells you
he believes if he was free he would be guilty again.
No one believes his story, a few months more, and
he becomes a raving maniac, then good people say
it was his conscience. Nothing of the sort, it was
the spread of the disease from one part of the
brain to the other. He dies, and pathology proves,
too late, that the man had been morally insane.
Society is very sorry. Had that man gone back
to his medical man when he first felt what he con-
sidered a temptation from the Devil and told him
his secret, his medical man would have seen he was
suffering from disease, and he never would have
been the inmate of a felon's cell.

Another case : a young girl, mild, nodes; and
amiable, neat and proper in her person, has,
through the neglect of teachers, and ignorance of
parents been educated to death, becomes languid ;
loses her appetite ; suffers from neuralgic pains in
the head ; next come sleepless nights, she wants to
be alone, shuns the society and pleasures of other
girls, negligent of her personal appearance; all
these symptoms followed by strong sexual desires,
which render her miserable and unhappy,-this
last symptom she conceals through shame, but by
and by she breaks all bounds, and falls into a
life of shame and misery,-society crushes her
down, not knowing or believing that she was m'or-
ally insane, because her intellect had not been
deranged.

Again, a nursing woman feels a sudden impulse
to kill her child ; she cannot understand what has
possessed her; she frets and prays, and the more
she does 'so, the stronger the temptation ;-some
dear friend, her husband, mother or sister, sees her
fretting, and, after much difficulty, gets her to con-
fess the cause ; nedical advice is sought, the medi-
cal man sees at once, it is due to weakness of the
brain, caused by the drain on the systèm-he·
orders porter, and the temptation is removed,-
this is neglected, she kills her child, and ends,
from the spread of the disease, in becoming a
furious mamac.

Again, a well-educated, highly-intellectual marri-
ed man, of irreproachable character, a hard student,
loves his wife and children, and works hard to
make provision for them, has a sudden impulse to.
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kill his child,-he bas no reason for such an act, that the hereditary morally insane, when their im-
it is simply an impulse that he feels he cannot pulse is to drink they never can be cured of the
control,-he has neither hallucination, illusion, or desire, and when they drink they do not get drunk
delusion, but he feels this terrible impulse growing like other men, but for the time being they become
Upon him from day'to day, and from day to day regular maniacs. The morally insane from acci-
growing stronger. He makes known his desire to dental circumstances are generally curable. The
bis wife or medical adviser. is properly treated, moraly insane, from inheritance, are incurable,cured, the desire departing from him; he is saved They may be relieved and discharged from an asy-
from the felon's grave. lum, but they always turn up'again. I could give

These are not mythical cases, they are actual, you many of uch cases that were under my own
facts which have come under my own observation, treatment; but it would be only occupying your
With many sinilar cases, all presenting differ- time.
ent characteristics, but all cases of moral insanity Writing on the subject of moral insanity, Mauds-
and none of them very difficult to diagnose, and ley says: IWhen an organism is out of harmony
See that they were not cases of moral depravity. with the circumstances in which it should live, by
There is one important fact, which I have not seen reason of internaI derangement, its tendencies are
attention drawn to by any author, and which I have to self-extinction, which it would often reach quick-
always observed. and that is that the morally insane ly if it were not carefully guarded fron the destruc-
are only insane on one particular point ; they tive action of its perverted affinities. Persistent
generally only commit one crime, or one sort of suicidal impulse marks the replacement of the
Crime ; they will not rob and murder, if the im- self-conservative, by a similar self-destructive im-
pulse be to rob, they will rob. if to kill, they will pulse. The impulse to burn, to steal, to kill, are in
kill, or attempt it. The boy Pomroy, for example, like manner, occasional symptoms of deranged
Whom we have heard so much of, for his blood nerve-element, and have nothing in their nature
thirstiness has only been accused of the one sort more exceptional or surprising than other insane
Of crime, and that without any apparent motive,- impulses." Gresenger, the German authority,
Of course the boy was morally insane. speaking on the subject, says: "Individuals hither-

I have spoken of moral insanity from hereditary to perfectly sane, and in full possession of their
transmission. It is harder to draw the distinction intellects, are suddenly, and without any assignable
between this form and moral depravity than the cause, seized with the most anxious and painful
form that appears from accidental disease, such as emotions, and with a homicidai impulse, as inexpli-
I have described ; yet it is a distinct disease, just cable tu themselves as others." Sb much for moral
as rnuch so as is gout or phthisis, and, like those insanity. Gentlemen, fearful as is the contempla-
diseases, may remain dormant for years, perhaps tion, yet, nevertheless, it is a fact, that there is a
nlevtr appearing, unless some particular exciting well-defined class of society, called the' criminal
cause calls it forth. The symptoms are very similar class, and we must consider how far are they
to thospe that occur in the forms I have described, morally responsible beings. They are not idiots or
but more variable in their characteristics. You imbeciles, but they are upon what Maudsley calîs
Will invaria'bly find that the victim is the offspring the border land between sanity and insanity. They
Of parents, who, if not actually morally insane are born tf criminal parents; from the moment of
themselves, are what is called very eccentric, and their conception they have in thena the criminal
Your are sure to find that some of their progenitors neurosis; they are in infancyjurtured in crime and
wereactually mad. To find out this fact is a very misery, and ail their habits in childhood are crimi-
1POrtant proof of hereditary transmission of moral nal; in fact they are conceived, nurtured, and
lnanity ; but this generally is a very difficult task brought up in crime, so that evil becomes their
to execute. It is extraordinary, but nevertheless good. God help then! they cannot surely be very
true, that the very last thing that any one will ad- responsible beings ; it is very questionable if they
rait is that there was ever insanity in their family, have got even the one talent, yet we treat them as
ald generally it is only in some accidental way that if they vere moraliy responsible for ail their acts,
the discovery is made. The hereditary morally punishing them, as if punishment would make them
Insane are more impetuous, there is less hesitation better, when statistics show that it makes them
about them, they execute more rapidly, when there worse, that the greater the punishment the greater
1S.the impulse to kill they do kill or attempt it the criminal,-still we go on punishing. And yet
Without any hesitation, when the impulse is to these creatures are not wholiy bad, there is some
commit suicide they generally succeed, and if saved good quality, though ever s0 small, in them ail, and
at the first attempt they will go at it again and they onîy follow after their kind, they only obey
again till they dosucceed, differing from the other their mental organization; 1 believe they have just
orn where the patient is very often cured of the one idea in common with the whoie human race,
estre, when saved in the first iustance,-so is it and that is the only idèa there is in common; it is'ih ai the other impulses. 1 have also remarked the desire for the greatest possible amount of
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happiness, which is the greatest amount of pleasure men were not equally morally responsible for their

whether that happiness is to be obtained in the acts ; that some had a great responsibilitv, while

present or the future. Men differ very much in others had very little, and others, such as an idiot,
their idea of happiness, depending upon their or- imbec'le, and insane had none 'at ail ; and I have

ganization ; what is pleasure to one is pain to ventured to express a very strong doubt of how far
another, but ail seek for happiness, and the criminal the criminal classes were morally responsible for

tn his own way. And again it must be remember- their acts.
ed that man is the most destructive of ail animals, We will now consider what would be the conse-
in fact we must destroy that we may live ; and such quences, if society would accept ail my statements
is the terrible competition in the pre*ntsday, that as scientific truths. I may not be altogether scien-
the strong and successful portion of the educated tifically correct, but, if so,.as science is truth and

and civilized destroy the weak, just as successfully cannot err, good and not evil, must come from the

as does the uneducated and uncivilized criminal, acceptance of truth.

only it is çlone in a more polite :way and does not I take it, that the first effect ,would be for us to
bear the stamp of criminality. take as great an interest in the procreation of the

It is impossible for me to conceive any one in human race, aI least as we do in the breeding of

the world committing crime simply for the sake of horses, dogs, or fowls. It is wonderful what in-
committing crime. I believe every man commits terest there is taken in the present day in the
crime for the pleasure he derives, or believes he breeding of dogs and birds, and very properly so.

will derive, from the act, or under the influence of Some few weeks ago I saw an acount of a dog
uncontrollable passion. It is only upon this show in England where a dog was valued at

theory we can ever comprehend the criminal class £ Io,ooo ; that was a dog with a vengeance. I

of society. We can no more enter into their ideas would like some one toifigure it up and show, if a dog
or thoughts, or their motives, if we reject this was worth ten thousand pounds, what was a man
theory, than we can enter into the thoughts and worth ? I would like to see the man or the
motives that guide a lunatic, which they so nearly country that would give ten thousand pounds

approach,-indeed it is only upon this theory that for a man, aye, or for a woman either. Weil,
it is possible to conceive any one doing that, wil- gentlemen, if men believed that they handed
fully, which he knows or believes to be wrong, and down to their children their moral qualities there

the criminal class have such perverted minds, that would be more prudent 'marriages, I mean pru-
what we see as good, they see as evil ; they don't dent in a scientific point of view, not accordng
look upon things from the same stand-point we do ; to the well-understood meaning of the word,
and here it is necessary for us to examine and see which is, money. A man would choose a woman
what it is that constitutes a criminal act : there are for his wife, healthy in mind and body, who had a

three essentials necessary viz., knowledge, liberty good moral, domestic education; if he was a
and will. Now how many of the criminal class moral coward, he would choose a woman of moral
have knowledge of the moral law, although it is courage; if hewas timid, he would choose a brave

imprinted upon their souls by its Maker. I venture woman; if he had a hasty temper, he would choose
to say not very many ; their reason is top limited a mild woman ; if he was a man of high moral

to comprehend it, and liberty and will has no qualities he Would choose a woman to be as near
meaning to them but the right toF take what they as possible his equal, or his superior, and that is
will to have, and t*i easiest way according to no difficult thing to find, unless he be a very ex-

their ideas, of attaining to the greatest amount of traordinary man. Again, if parents believed that

pleasure,-you will bear in mind that I am speak- by drunkenness, gluttony or impurity, they in-

ing of a certain class of society; I am not speaking jured their offspring, they certainly would be more
of mankind in general ; I am not trying to excuse cautious and make every effort to curb their de-
crime: but, no matter what the crime was, or who sires, and not give a loose reign to their passions.
was the criminal, while I condemned the crime I Then, as parents know their own weak point they

would not only pity, but be as lenient as possible would watch for its first appearance in their child-
to the criminal, more particularly if the cause ren, and do ail they could to throw up a barrier

of the crime was poverty, no matter who was the against their igiherited weakness, simply by habitua-
criminal. ting them to act the very contrary. We cannot

Gentlemen, I have endeavoured to prove to you have too high an opinion of the effects of habit ; it

to the best of my ability, that body and mind con- is the most powerful means we have for good or

stitute one person ; that, consequently, man in- evil. It cannot destroy inherentprinciples but it can

herited his mental organization, and, with it, his so modify them as to render them very harmless ;
moral nature, whether it was good or bad ; therefore, it is impossible to begin at too early an
that the will was fCee to act, but limited in its age to habituate a child to do what is right, and

power ; that power depended upon the mental or- that great right is simply to be humble, respect-

ganization of the person ; that, consequently, ail fui to parents, and obedient to parental authbr-
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ity. The next good that would result would be,
that where a man, who had previously borne a
good character, committed a crime, we would care-
fully examine and see if he was not morally insane
before we condemned him.

Next we would take a different view of the
criminal class, and provide other means than that
Of punishment to protect society from their ravages ;
for punishment for the prevention of crime has
been a melancholy failure ; in fact,, it has only
Made the criminal more criminal.- So much has
been suggested to reform the criminal class that it
Is very hard to suggest a new remedy. , I think
the best thing to do with those adults and adole-
scents who are well known to belong to the
criminal classes,-those creatures who are always
to be found in either the court-house, the prison.or
lunatic asylum-is to lock them up for life, not as
a punishment, for I would have their lives made to

4 hem as happy as possible, but to protect them from
themuselves, to protect society from them, but above
all things to put a stop to the procreation of such
a Class of beings ; for as long as they live together
and procreate, so long will we have a criminal
class of society : therefore, I say, separate the
sexes and lock them up for life. Very good, you
Will say, in theory, but very difficult in practice.
perhaps so.

As to the juvenile class of criminals, place them
at the earliest possible age in reformatory schools.
Let them be treated as boarding-school scholars,
anid not as criminals. Let them be habituated to
the good and beautiful ; let them see,, feel, and

Ow that they can have a thousand times more
.PPimess and pleasure in the path of honesty and

virtue than in the path ofcrime. Above all things,let them feel and know that they are not disgraced
from being brought up in a reformatory school, and
'When their time comes to be placed in the world,
the great probability is that they will make respect-
able members of society, notwithstanding their
inherent criminal neurosis. You will bear in mind
that the class of society I have spoken of is the
Cilninal class properly so called. I don't mean
tO say that all crime should go unpunished by any
Ineans, but that the punishment should be for the
cnle and not for the prevention of crime, for il
does not prevent it. Shooting and flogging in the
army did not prevent crime. Hanging did nol
Prevent horse and sheep stealing, from which came

e old saying of those days that " a man might a
Well be hung ,for a sheep as a lamb; " n othei
Wvords, where the punishment is as much for ïï
stall as a great crime, men prefer to commit th
greater.

Another good result, I think,'that would com
frOIT the views I have ventured to place beforg
You would be that we would have larger viewsand our ideas less contracted, with regard to othe
milen and their opinions. We would respect th

opinions of those even that differed most from us;
we would more readily give them credit for their
good intentions, and not be always trying to find
fault and misrepresent them. We would not be
even too hard upon the most dangerous member
of society, the fanatic; we would rather in our
charity pity him, knowing that his fanaticism was
due to somè mental crookedness, something that
he could not control, due either to inheritance or
early formed habit.

Gentlemen, you know well that there is much
more rto be said upon this important subjcct of
" man's moral responsibility "-in fact that I have
but lightly touched upon the question. It is not a
subject to be treated of in full, in an evening lec-
ture. What I have done I feel I have done with
scant justice ; but I have done my best, and trust
that my efforts may be followed with some good
results, and that my critics will be very merciful in
their criticism-at least only criticise me on scien-
tific grounds.

And to you, gentlemen, who feel you are strong
in body and strong in mind, before entering into
judgment upon your weaker brethren, remember
that men, even if they would, cannot think alike-
and be pitiful and courteous.

CHLORINE WATER IN DIPHTHERIA.
To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-In the last number of the LANCET, I ob-
served an article on the treatment of diphthritic
inflammaion, but from the severity of some of the
cases quoted it appears to me that true diphtheria
must have been the disease and not merely diph-
theritic indammation that Dr. Kitchen had to deal
with.

Taking for granted that many of his cases were
true. diphtheria, and noticing that his treatment
differed so widely from that adopted by me and
many others in this part of the Dominion, I take

Sothe liberty of placing before your readers the treat.
ment which has proyed in my hands, not only very
efficacious, but almost a complete specific. For
the last'twelve or thirteen years we have had un-

s equalled opportunities of watching the disease in
all its stages from the mere fibriny whiteness of the

e palate and tonsils to the complete obliteration of
the palatine arch by false membrane internally,

e and the enormously enlarged sub-maxillary and
parotid glands externally, which sometimes %uppu-

, rated; death resulting in some cases from ther m
e mechanical obstruction to respiration, and mn
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others from pure blood poisoning as manifested give one tablespoonful ; from 6 to 12, one desert

through the nervous system ; the local symptoms spoonful, and under 6, one teaspoonful every three

in the throat having to a great extent disappeared, hours. In all cases it sh~ould be given without any

leaving both food and air passages perfectly free addition of water. 'A towel saturated with cold

and open. spring water is to be applied to the throat and

It has attacked persons of all ages, from the in- neck, the cold renewed as the towel becomes

fant at the breast, up to adults of 35 and 40. All warm. The patient is to have small pieces -of ice

r1casses have suffered alike, although the fatality on a plate by the bedside, a piece of which is to

as been much greater among the lower classes. be kept constantly in the mouth. The diet should

his I presume is due to the want of proper ven- be nutritive ; beef tea, milk, eggs, and such like;

ilation, want of cleanliness, and inability to obtain but no stimulant is required unless the prostration

he necessary nourishment. should be alarming. In some cases which are

It is not my intention here to enter fully into the mild and occur in young children, a mixture con-

ppearances presented in different cases, but merely taining tincture of iron, chlorate of potash, and

o call attention to the treatment which has prov- dilute hydrochloric acid, may suffice to eure, but

d so successful in my hands. When first the dis- in no case can the same dependence be placed in

ase made its appearance here some thirteen years it as chlorine water.

Lgo, it took us all by surprise, and the treatment Notwithstanding the opinions of Greenhow,

nade use of at that time was quinine in large Brettonneau, and others of equal çelebrity, as to

doses, tincture of iron, alone, and in combination the efficacy of caustics and gargies as topical

with chlorate of potash and dilute hydrochloric agents, I must humbly beg leave to differ entirely

icid. The local applications were tincture of iron, with them and disapprove in toto with such pro-

nitrate of silver, and strong gargles. Hot -poultices ceedings. I most assuredly believe them not only

of hops, tea leaves, &c., externally. Under this to be of no value, but in many cases positively in-

form of trea'tment not only many died, but whole jurious. If we look upon diphtheria as a blood

families were swept away, and the disease proved poison, which it undoubtedly is, we must if pos-

a dreadful scourge. It was not until we began to sible find an antidote and administer it. I believe

use chlorine water made of the following strength, we have it in the above mixture. Can we expect

viz. : two drachms of chlorate of potash to one to cure it by a little nitrate of silver locally ap-

drachm of pure hydrochloric acid in eight ounces plied, and giving a little tonic iedicine ? Here is

of water, that we could in severe cases hold out a disease-a poison in the blood- manifesting

any hopes of recovery to the patients or their itself and increasing so rapidly in a part, the free

friends. Under the treatnent first rýientioned passage through which is indispensable to life,

recoveries were few, but now deaths from diph- which if not arrested, will in a few hours place the

theria are among the things, of the past, that is patient beyond the reach of humnan aid. It is not

compared with former days. Diphtheria prevails a disease which we can allow, as some fevers, to

even now among us, and one patient under my 1 run a definite course, merely supporting the

care, who three days ago, was alnost gasping for 1 strength and guiding it to a certain turning point.

breath, has now so far convalesced that the false %uch would, I think, be a dangerous experiment

membrane has entirely disappeared, and rapid in diphtheria.

improvement is taking place. The appeite has Regarding the contagiousness or infectiousness of

returned, and swallowing is easy. this disease, experience and careful observation

When called to a case of.diphtheria, I first of have convinced me that diphtheria is both in-

all clear out the bowels by a dose calonmel follow- fectious and contagious, for .I have seen instances

ed in a few hours by a little senna or Rochelle precisely like those mentioned by Greenhow, in

salts. If there is much heat of skin, as will be which the disease has been carried for many miles,

shown4y the thermometer, a warn bath will give by a person having it and returning home to his

verygreat relief, and Ifter the bowels have been free- family which resided in a district where it was pre-

ly acted upon I commence with the chlorine water. viously altogether unknown. Brettonneau, on the

To patients from 1o to 12 years and upwards L other hand, in his memoirs, puts forth his opinion

-
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that it can only be communicated by means of the d
Poison either in a liquid or pulverulent form t

corning into actual contact with mucous membranes
or .denuded surfaces. This I do not consider at
all necessary, as I have conveyed the disease my- 1
self for many miles to members of my own family. t

I have never kept an account of my cases, but s
I may say my experience has been large in the

treatment of this disease, and I will venture to
assert that since the adoption of this method of t
treatment, the mortality among patients has not
been over one per cent.

Itrust you will pardon my occupying so much
space ; I have merely done so, because many of
Your readers may not have tried this remedy in
diphtheria, and I would humbly ask those who
have never tried it to do so, and if it proves as

Successful with them as with me, then my time and

YoDur space have been used to advantage.
J. S. BENSON, M.R.C.S., E.

Chatham, N.B., jan. iih 1876.

To the Editor of the cANADA LANczT.

SIR,-In your obituary notice of the late Dr.
Beaumont, you say he had charge of the hospital
for the ¼vounded at Port Coîborne in 1866. This
Irlay have been the case at the inception of the
hospital, but he did flot remain long in charge, ag
about the I 5th of June, 1866, I was placed in ful
Charge of tbat hospital by Dr. Armstrong, of the
16th Regiment (Regulars>, the principal medical
Offcer, of the frontier field force. I was at the time
the assistant su;geon of the 3 5th or Simcoe Foresters
,Ind I remained -in charge until the bospital was
broken up, some six or seven weeks afterwards,
WMhlen the remaining wounded were taken to
Toronto by me.

Very truly yOurs,
C. N. TREW.

t New Westminster, B.C., Dec. 3, 1875.

RED-IUcTION 0F A STRANGULATED FiEmORAL
}"UNIA BY LASSEN'S METHOD (The Medica/ Record,
November 20, 187 5).-A womnan of 5 3 had sùiffered
fûi three years from a femoral hernia of the left
$ide) and bad neyer worn a truss. Symptoms of

F'tnulto bad existed for thirty-two hours when
she was seen. After ail the ordinary modes of re-

ucing it had been tried. in vain, the method of
axis which Lassen recommends was resorted to,
ased on his theory of the mechanism of strangu-
ation,-viz., that the incarceration is due to
bstruction of the efferent end-of the intestinal
oop, which on its part is caused by distension of
he afferent end conpressing it at the neck of the
ac. The lateral movements of the whole hernial
umor, which Lassen advises with the view of
mpyting the efferent end of the intestine, were in
his case crowned with success, the bulk of the
umor gradually shrinking and the whole slipping
)ack rather suddenly at the last, with entire relief
of the symptoms.-Medical Timies.

CHANGES IN MIDWIFERY PRACTICE,
AND IN THEz TREATMENT OF UTE-
RINE DISEASES, DURING THE LAST
TWENTY YEARS.

I I * Great indeed has been the advance
made in the departments both of midwifery and
gynæcology since I was a student some five-and
twenty years ago, and correspondingly great will
be the amount of proficiency in these subjects ex-
pected from you, not only by the examiners ap-
pointed by the various licensing boards, but by the
public also, with whom you will daily come in
contact.

I think it will not be unprofitable to spend a
few moments in contrasting the practice of the
present day with that which existed when I was a
student. It will probably impress on you forcibly
the necessity of availing yourselves to the utmost
of the opportunities afforded to you in this institu-
tion of obtaining a knowledge, not of midwifery
alone, important though that be, bat also of those
diseases which arepeculiar to women.

The rule which guided obstetric teachers when
#1 was a pupil was this, " that meddlesome mid-
wifery was bad," a rule not devoid of truth when
applied to the attempts made by ignorant practi-
tioners to accelerate delivery, but to be utterly
repudiated when applied to.the skilful efforts of
the educated accoucheur. The effect of the rule
was this, that women were allowed to linger in
agony for fifty and sixty hours-aye, and even for
a much longer time-without any attempt béing
made to relieve them. The results, I need hardly
say, were lamentable both as regards the mother
and the child. Many mothers sank, worn out by
long-continued suffering, or died subsequently of
peritonitis, the result of unduly prolonged uterine
action. In others, sloughing of the vagina follow-
ed, caused by the long continued pressure exercis-
ed by the fotal head on the soft parts of the
motber. This again was followed either by the
formation of dense bands occluding the vagina to
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a greater or less extent, and which often opposed
serious obstacles in subsequent labors, or by the
formation of vesico, or recto-vaginal fistulæ, a
source of the most intolerable misery to the un-
fortunate patient, rendering her loathsome alike to
herself and to others. Nor were the results as
regards the child less lamentable. Women were
allowed to linger on in labor till, their children
being dead, the perforator was used-an instrument
harmless enough to the dead infant, whose life,
however, was not the less sacrificed to a rigid
adherence to the rule of non-interference.

All this is now changed. It is the recognized
rule, followed by every well-informed practitioner,
that women should not be left to linger on in suf-
fering, but that delivery should be accomplished
by the forceps when once we are satisfied that
Nature. unaided, is unable to effect delivery within
a safe period. What that period may be cannot
be fixed by any definite rule, each case must be
judged by itself ; but the axiom in general adopted
is this, that when once the head ceases to advance
or to advance so slowly that delivery by the natural
efforts cannot be expected to take place within a
reasonable time, the forceps should be used. Some
idea of the change in practice in this respeet may
be formed from the fact that in 6,634 deliveries
which occurred during three years of the master-
ship of Dr. Charles Johnson, whose pupil I was,
the particulars of which are recorded by Drs.
Hardy and M'Clintock, the forceps were used but
eighteen times, or less than once in every 360
cases ; while in 7,027 deliveries which occurred
under the mastership of Dr. George Johnston,
between November, 1868, and November, 1874,
the forceps were àpplied 639 times, or once in
about every i i cases. The difference is so start-
ling that we are naturally inclined to ask, Is the
frequency of recourse to the forceps absolutely
necessary ? I am not prepared to give a definite
answer to this question ; but of this I am sure
that while no injury is inflicted by the forceps on
either mother or child when the instrument is used
by skilful hands, the most lamentable results fol-
lowed the old practice of non-interference.

So much as to the frequency of the use of the
forceps. Now as to the rules which were laid
down for its use as compared with those at present
acted on.

The conditions " which were considered indis-
pensable in order to render the forceps applicable,
and without which they were not used," by Dr.
Charles Johnton, were these :(a)

i. That the child be alive.
2. That the head have remained stationary for

six hours at least.
3. That the membranes be rupturing, and the

os uteri fully dilated. .
(a) " Practical Observations," by Hardy and MClintock.

1848. P. 89.

4. That the head of the child be so circum-
stan'ced that the ear can be distinctly felt.

5. That the state of the soft parts be such as
denotes the absence of inflammation.

Time will not permit one to contrast in extenso,
as I might with profit do, the great divergence
which has taken place in the p-esent day from the
practice laid down, and rigidly adhered to, by
those who were my teachers ; I must content my-
self with summarising.

The 1st and 5th rules are still admitted by all
practitioners, only with this great difference, that
we never now wait till the life of the child is in
any danger, and as a consequence of our prompt
interference " inflammation of the soft parts " is
now virtually never met with during labor. There-
fore, though we admit the truth of the prihciples
inculcated by these rules, the necessity of acting
on them is never likely to arise in our practice.
Rules 2 and 4 we altogether repudiate.

I am not able to give you any definite one in
place of rule 2. I can only say that, if once we
are satisfied that the powers of the mother are in-
sufficient to accomplish delivery within a reason-
able time, we at once proceed to effect delivery by
means of the forceps. I should not think of leav-
ing a patient to linger on in suffering for one hour.
much less for six, after I was satisfied that the
head had ceased to advance, and not unfrequently
I apply the forceps even though I am satisfied it
is slowly advancing. Gentlemen, the rule I refer
to is now discarded by all obstetric authorities. I
recommend you to discard it also. I can, with
equal confidence, advise you to disregard rule 4.
Many years have passed since I felt the ear of the
child, for this simple reason, that I never try to
feel it. I lay stress on this, because I find that
many candidates for the licenses of the College of
Physicians, whom it is ny duty to examine, when
questioned as to the use of the forceps, say that
the ear should be felt before it is applied. I pre-
sume these gentlemen practice what they say, and
that practice I pronounce to be wrong.

The 3rd rule is the only one on which a differ-
ence of opinion now exists among practitioners.
No one of any experience as an obstetric practi-
tioner now denies that cases will from time to time
present themselves in which the forceps may, with
perfect safety, be applied before the os uteri is
fully dilated ; and further, that from the presence
of urgent symptoms, such as the occurrence of
convulsions, hSmorrhage, &c., delivery by means
of the forceps should, without doubt, be effected
before the os uteri is fully dilated. But here agree-
ment ceased.. Some-and principle among these,
the late Master of this hospital, Dr. George John-
ston-hold that the forceps may be applied with
nearly as much impunity before the os is fully
dilated as at any subsequent period of labor. But
from this view I must dissent. I hold that the ap-
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Plication of the forceps before the os uteri is dilated
is a proceeding not free from danger, and that it
should not be undertaken unless grave symptoms
likely to compromise the safety of mother or child
exist ; but on the other hand, when such do occur
I without hesitation have recourse to its use before
the os is dilated.

Gentlemen, let me add a warning before I leave
this subject. There is a great tendency in human
nature to run from one extreme to the other, and
this holds good in the present instance ; thus, when
I was a pupil the forceps were looked on with
dread, and only used as a last resource ; now it is
Considered by some as an absolutely harmless in-
strument, and is had recourse to on every occasion.
Against such a principle and such a practice I
enter a strong protest. I have known serious in-
jury inflicted by the fôrceps when injudiciously and
Unskilfully used, and I am satisfied that injury will
Often follow if the tendency which at present exists
to apply it when unnecessary be not checked.

In one other respect the practice of the present
day has also changed. Twenty-five years ago
What are known as " the short straight forceps "
alone were used. This instrument, which in many
cases is very efficient, measures about i i % inches
in length. To the long forceps " the most decided
objection " was made ; but in this hospital Barnes'
double-curved forceps, an instrument 15 inches in
length, is now, and in my opinion most justly, pre-
ferred. Without doubt a living child can be safely
extracted with this instrument where delivery
cOuld not have been possibly effected by the old
one. I believe that the lives of not a few children,
who would otherwise have perished before birth, are
now by this means annually saved.

Next in importance to the improvement in prac-
tice with reference to the use of the forceps may,
I think, be ranked that which has occurred in the
treatment of uterine hæmorrhage, whether post-
Partum or depending on the attachment of the
Placenta to the lower zone of the uterus.

. The aim of all treatment adopted with the view
Of checking post-partum hemorrhage is, and ever
has been, to bring about such an amount of con-
traction of the muscular fibres of the uterus as will
be sufficient to close the orifices of the uterine
einuses, and at the same time to shut off the in-
creased flow of blood, which, necessary for the
requirement of the fœtus during the continuance
Of utero-gestation, once parturition has occurred,
is "o longer needed. With the intention of bring-
ilg about this much desired object, the application
Of cold externally, and the internal exhibition of
ergot, were relied on almost exclusively. These
agents are not discarded. nor is their value ques-
tiOled ; but cases do from time to time occur in
which they fail, and valuable lives are consequent-
'Y lOst. In such cases we now employ, with the
greatest ?Of success, the perchloride of iron, or

some similar astringent, injecting five or six ounces
of a solution containing about one part of the
liquor ferri perchloridi fort. to thrçe of water into
the uterus. This treatment I have employed re-
peatedly, and can unhesitatingly bear testimony to
its value. I believe that through its means lives
are annually preserved which would otherwise be
lost. Our knowledge, too, of the causes produc-
ing hæemorrhage when the placenta is attached
close to, or over, the os internum, is now much
greater than it was in former days, and consequent-
ly the treatment of these cases is modified and
improved. The theory generally held was that
when the placenta was attached to the lower zone
of the uterus it underwent a continuous separation,
corresponding to the gradual expansion of the
neck,,and it was laid down as an undisputed axiom
that " the more the labor advanced, the greater
the hæemorrhage ;" consequently it was held " that
manual extraction of the foetus by the feet was
absolutely necessary to save the mother's life."

To Dr. Robert Barnes we are mainly indebted
for disproving this theory, and basing our practice
on a sounder footing. It would be impossible for
me, in a cursory retrospect, to enter into the dis-
cussion of this important subject. At a future
time I hope to invite your attention to it more in
detail. On the present occasion I can only say
that it is to my mind clearly established that the
blood flows, in cases of unavoidable homcnihage,
not froin the placenta, but directly from the uterine
sinuses ; that the old practice of endeavoring to
effect delivery by turning is, in many of these cases
a dangerous one; for serious injury is likely to be
inflicted, and possibly rupture of the uterus occur,
from an attempt to force the hand through the un-
dilated, and often undilatable, cervix. NoW in the
great majority of cases we rely on rupturing the
membranes, effecting this by guiding a probe,
stilette, or some similar instrument, through the os
uteri, and then waiting until uterine action sets in.
It is very seldom that much blood is lost after the
membranes have been punctured : if it occurs, we

endeavor to dilate the cervix gradually, by means
of Dr. Barnes' bags, as his hydrostatic dilators are
commonly termed. But it is not very often we are

obliged to have recourse to these, and in these
cases the less Nature is interfered with, the better.

Again, in the treatment q' puerperal convulsions
our practice is greatly changed. Bleeding was

formerly relied on almost exclusively. ' It was

practised in these cases long after it ceased to be
employed in others. I am far from saying that in

certain cases of convulsions bleeding is not useful,
but it is not often necessary. The exhibition of

chloral, or the inhalation of chloroform, is now

with justice relied on.
Chloral, too, is now used with great advantage

in cases in which the cervix uteri is unyielding, and
where delay in the first stage occurs fron this

173
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cause. In these cases it was formerly the practice
to administer tartar emetic in nauseating doses.
This, though often very efficacious, is objectionable
in several respects; it is most irksome to the
patient, who for many hours is kept in a state of
nausea; then it is liable to reduce the patient's
strength, and sometimes gives rise to troublesome
diarrhœa ; while with respect to patients who are
weakly, or in delicate health, its use is altogether
forbidden. Chloral, on the other hand, adminis-
tered in ten-grain doses, at intervals of fifteen
minutes, not only gives rise to no discomfort, but
sometimes produces refreshing bleep, and seldom
fails to induce relaxation of the rigid cervix. The
quantity administered in these divided doses should
not exceed sixty grains, ten grains being given
every fifteen minutes, and a much less quantity is
often sufficient.

It is impossible for me, within the limits of an
introductory lecture, to do more than name some
of the other important improvements which have
taken place in the treatment of difficult and com-
plicated cases of labor. Thus I can but allude to
the introduction of the cephalotribe, and of the
operation of decapitation, which enable us to con-
tend successfully with cases presenting features of
the greatest difficulty; while transfusion, as recent-
ly practised, has undoubtedly saved lives which
would otherwise have been lost.

The advance which has been made in our
knowledge of the pathology, and consequently the
improvement which has taken place during the last
twenty-five years in the treatment of THOSE AFFEC-
TIONS WHICH ARE PECULIAR TO WOMEN, has been,
if possible, more marked than that which has oc-
curred in obstetrics. Indeed, I l ardly know how
to institute a comparison. At the time to which I
refer the cervix uteri was considered as being that
portion of the uterus which was almost exclusively
the subject of disease, and the os uteri being ex-
posed through the .speculum, the patient was
generally pronounced to be free from any uterine
ailment if the lips of the os uteri proved to be free
from abrasion, or to be the subject of ulceration if
the exposed surface of the cervix was abraded.
Now, we are well aware that the body of the
uterus, and especially its intra-uterine surface, is far
more frequently the seat of disease than the cervix.
Formerly the cavity of the uterus was deemed in-
accessible to treatment, and the idea of venturing
to introduce any medicinal agent into it would have
been looked on with horroi. Now we, without
hesitation, introduce solid nitrate of silver or sul-
phate of zinc up to the very fundus, while we also
apply-not only with impunity, but with absolute
advantage-such strong caustics as the fuming
nitric acid to all parts of the uterine cavity.

But probably the 'greatest improvements of all
are these which relate t<rthe exploration of the in-
terior of the uterus, and the removal of intra-uter-

ine polypi. Formerly, if from any reason a suspi-
cion existed as to the possible presence of an
intra-uterine tumour, we were without the means of
verifying our diagnosis, and the patient was in the
majority of cases left to linger on till, worn out by
repeated hæmorrhages, she sank into a premature
grave. But now, by the use of sponge tents, or of
compressed sea-tangle, we can dilate the uterus,
thoroughly investigate every portion of the interior
of that viscus, and, if needs be, remove any abnor-
mal growth which may be found within its cavity.

But tumours are also developed in the structure
of the uterus, and such are often incapable of be-
ing removed by surgical means. These frequently
give rise to profuse hoemorrhage, which it is neces-
sary to control, and this we now know can be
effected by the injection of astringent solutions
into the cavity of the uterus, or, in some cases, by
the hypodermic injection of ergotin ; the latter
treatment, too, sometimes producing a marked
diminution in the size of the tumor. Then, again,
in the treatment of ovarian disease, the splendid
success which often follows on the operation of
ovariotomy would alone suffice to stamp our age as
one of great progress in the treatment of those af-
fections which are peculiar to women.

Time does not permit me to follow this subject,
further. It would be impossible for me to recapit-
ulate, even in the most superficial manner, all that
has been done within the last twenty years to ad-
vance our knowledge of the pathology, and to
improve the treatment, of uterine diseases, using
that word in its most extended sense. My object
has not been so much to give you an insight into
this subject as to sh6w you how extended it is •

and yet I have named but a few out of a host of
affections, all of equal importance. Reflect, I beg
of you, on .how much you have to learn while
students 9f this hospital, and remember how short
your time is. Remember, too, that your future
rests with yourselves. All things are possible to
the diligent. Work now while you are students;
but, believe me, your work will not be done even
when you have passed your final examinations.

That I stand here to-day is, I believe, due to
the fact that early in my professional career I be-
came aware of my own deficiencies, and that I set
to work earnestly to improve myself in the know-
ledge of my profession ; and now I find that I am
but a leamer still. I am aware that while en-
deavouring to teach you I shall learn much myself.
I look on myself as your fellow-student, and I
trust we will work together to our mutual advan-
tage, and that we will be able to look back with'
pleasure on the session which commences to-day
as one of great progress and improvement in our
common professiùn.-Dr. Lombe Athill, Med. Press
and Circular.
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HYGEIA, OR, " A MODEL CITY OF

HEALTH.''
[The remarkable address recently delivered by

Dr. Richardson on the abovp subject at the Social
Science Congress has attracted a great deal of at-
attention.-ED.1

The greater part of this address on " A Model
City of Health" is taken up with an elaborate des-
scription of the manner in which a healthy city
ought to be built with the view of ensuring the
health of its inhabitants and their perfect freedom
from all but a few diseases. The houses are in
this imaginary abode, built on arches of solid brick-
work, the latter forming so many subways through
which the air flows freely, and down the inclines
of which all currents of water are carried away.
The streets are wide, well paved, and kept so clean
that that disgrace to our modern civilization, the
mud-cart 'is, nowhere to be found; and " gutter
children are an impossibility in a place where
there are no gutters." The chief heavy trafflc is
carried on by means of underground railways, so
that the streets are so quiet as they are clean.
There are no cellars or rooms under ground, and
the kitchens are on the top floors. The walls of

Such are the main features of this imaginary
" city of health," and from which, could the dream
only be realised and his scheme carried out in its
entirety,.Dr. Richardson would be able to banish
nearly all the diseases that human flesh is heir to
'Now all must admit that many of the reforms advo-
cated in this address are admirable in their way,
and that if brought into operation, as some of
them have been already, they would add very much
to the health and comtort of the community. But
whether the whole scheme so elaborately mapped
out and so eloquently described is really practic-
able, or if practicable, whether it would contribute
much to human happiness, and attain even in a
sanitary point of view the object at which it aims,
is quite another question. In a country and cli-
mate like ours it would be a long time before we
could get a people notorious for their love of free-
dom and the insular prejudice to live in such a city
as this imaginary Hygeia, with its silent streets and
model lodging-houses laid out like a Dutch garden,
its stiff, dold, comfortless rooms, its attics conver-
ted into kitchens, its firm and rigid temperance,
and everything that can remind its inhabitants of
the painful care which is being constantly taken of

the different rooms are formed of glazèd bricks of their health. We could scarcely expect the mem-
Which the houses are built are perforated with bers of a free and independent community to
holes which communicate with each other, and the reconcile themselves to the constant intrusion of
" walls honeycombed in such a manner that there the analytical chemist and sanitary engineer, to be
is in them a constant body of air let in by side continually annoyed by their pipes, traps, drains,
openings in the outer wall, which air can be &c.. getting out of order. and then to be prohibi-
changed at pleasure, and, if required, be heated ted from dfinking a glass of wine or smoking a
from the fire-grates of the house." Then these cigar without incurring the odium of their fellow-
fire-grates, the kitchen, the scullery, the dust-and hygeians.
Coal-bins, the bath-room, the culinary apparatus, The difficulty of receiving this address with un-
the dormitories, the warming and ventilation of qualified approval is owing to its decided partiality.
the house, and the arrangement of water, gas, and No one could rise up from perusing it without in-
sewage pipes are all constructed on the most ap- ferririg that disease and death are to be attributed
proved principles of hygiene. Nevertheless -it almost entirely to dirt, bad drainage, bad ventila-
appears hospitals cannot be dispensed with. Con- tion, and the unrestricted sale of intoxicating
sequently we find elaborate rules laid down for liquors. The merest tyro. in medicine, however,
their construction, so, that they are really magnifi- must at once see the fallacy of this inference, or of
cent buildings, furnished with all the appliances of any scheme that would lead to such an inference.
modern science, and so spacious that each patient With regard to bad drainage, defective ventilation,
has the luxury of a room to himself. Besides and intolerable filth, no one would deny for a
these there are numerous hofnes for little children ; moment, that these are evils the removal of which
and the insane, what few there are, are scattered is not 'only desirable, but imperative. But may
about in ordinary houses or cottages. There are, not this rage be carried to extremes ? Is man,
moreover, sanitary officers, whose duty is to look provided other condititions are favourable, natu-
after, and, when necessary, aralyse, the water, gas, rally so feeble, his body so sensitive to external
&c. ; while under these officers are the inspectors, impressions, ând his power of resisting the slighter
Who again have under them the large staff of and more exceptional causes of disease so impo-
scavengers that are daily required to remove the tant that the very presence in his bed-room of
slightest vestige of dirt from this model city. " old clothes and old shoes" is injurious to his
Lastly, Hygeia is " practically a total abstainer's health, and that he is scared at the least offensive
town," in which, as in that of St. Johnsburg, in smell, at the closure of a door, or at the sight of a
Vermont, there is no bar, no dram-shop, no saloon, papered or distempered wall ?
lor a single gaming-hell or house of ill reput'e, and Al this we say in no captious spirit. We gladly

in which also the last remnants of the tobacconists' allow that this ingenious and original design shows
shops are rapidly disappearing." I to what a state of perfection hygienic building
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might, if necessary, be brought. It shows that the
different plans and constructions suggested can,
individually speaking, .be practically carried out;
and what is of more importance, it will.do much
good by drawing the attention of the publlc to a
subject which they should never lose sight of, and
to the means at their disposal for remedying many
of the evils to which they are exposed. The
scheme is, as we have said, very clever and very
ably expounded; but, we repeat, it is deficient in
comprehensiveness. Rather too much prominence
and rather too much weight are given to the con-
sequences of bad drainage, but ventilation and the
like, while little or nothing is said about various
causes and conditions which are equally potent as
factors of disease, and which, moreover, are insep-
arable from the present state and habit of society.
Into those causes wç cannot now enter. Their
name is legion. It is they which are at the bottom
of all drunkenness, misery, and crime we see around
us. Were they absent we might almost bid defi-
ance to a little defective drainage or the temptations
of the distillery; and without their removal it is
impossible to imagine a perfect " Hygeia."-Med.
Press and Circular.

CHRONIC BRIGHT'S DISEASE.

The following is a summary of a plan oP treat-
ment recommended in Bellevue Hospital.

DIET.

This class of patients should abstain as much
as possible from meat. The opinion was express-
ed that the excessive animal diet accounts for the
great prevalence of the disease in this country,
Milk should be substituted for meat, and should
be associated with lime. Butter may be used :
eggs if they agree, and fresh fish in the morning.
Fried fats should be carefully excluded, but cream
snay be taken without stint. Vegetables and fruits
are always good, but those should be selected
which contain the least, amount of woody fibre.
Rice and potatoes. therefore, may be used, but
asparagus, turnips, cabbage, and notably,beans,
which contain woody fibre in large quantities,
should be assiduously avoided. Onions may be
eaten with impunity, and are rather beneficial.

FOR THE ANÆMIA.

Iron should be administered from first to last,
and by preference, the tincture of the chloride.
This preparation is assimilated with difficulty,
hence should not be given alone, but combined
witlh nux vomica, aud to this spirits of nitre may
be added to assist the determination towards the
kidneys. For example, ten drops of the tincture
of the chloride of iron, t8h drops tinct. nux vomica
and one drachm of sweet spirits of nitre may be
given three times a day.

Cod-liver oil increases the red corpuscles of the
blood, because it is digested by the liver, and the
product enters into them as an ingredient. The
irritability of the stonjach may make it trouble5ome
to take, but it should be relied upon as much as in
the treatment of phthisis.

TO COMBAT THE D(SEASE ITSELF.

We have one agent which may be regarded as a
specific against increase of connective tissue in the
body, wherever the interstitial inflammation may
occur, and that is the bichloride of mercury. It
should be given in small doses, one-twentieth of a
grain is the usual size, and should be combined
with a diuretic to make it act upon the kidneys.
For, example, one-twentieth of a grain of the bi-
chloride, one grain of digitalis, and one grain of
quinine may be given three times a day, with the
result of producing a specific, action upon the
kidneys, and will raise the specific gravity of the
urine.

ATTENTION TO THE CONDITION OF THE SKIN.

will materially assist the embarrassed kidneys, and
to do' this we may have recourse to two things. If
excessive æ ema is present, the pressure produced
shuts off the circulation to a great extent and pre-
vents removal of'the fluid by diaphoresis. It is
much better then to make punctures in the dis-
tended skin of the legs, and let the water drain
away at once. No apprehension need be had with
reference to this trifling operation, if the limb,
when the punctures have been made, is wrapped
with cloths wet in a 'solution of carbolic acid in
water, to which has been added essence or oil of
cinnamon. The latter is to correct the smell of
the carbolic, and is also equally antiseptic.

The second thing is, to rub the patient all over
once a day with sweet oil. If extra diaphoresis
is desirable, it can be best obtained by placing a
blanket in an empty bucket, pouring hot water
upon it, for in this way rnuch less water is requir-

>ed, and then wringing it out an quickly applying
it around the body and covering it with a dry
blanket. The skin should be well oiled before the
blanket is appliad.

Such was a brief outline of the general treat-
ment for this class of cases, and may be suggestive
in certain particulars.-Med. Record.

NORMAL OVARIoToMY.-That "normal ovario-
tomy " means the extirpation of the ovary when in
a normal condition, no one would be likely to guess

But the term has so been applied by Dr. Robert
Battey of Georgia, who was " interviewed " re-
cently by Drs. Yandall and McClellan of Louis-
ville for the purpose of obtaining his views on the
subject. The result of the interview appears in
the American Practitioner of August, 1875. The
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Operation was first suggested to Dr. Battey by the
case of a patient, a young lady of twenty-one,
" who had no uterus," to quote fhis words, " but
with an gctive menstrual molimen, whose heart
was broken down by the strain upon it in the
mfonthly vascular excitements which were unre-
lieved, and of which she died, It occurred to me,"
he continues, " that if I could but have divested
lier of her ovaries, the balance would have been re-
stored." This strikes us as a vague and indirect
way of stating the case, but we will let it pass.
His first operation was by abdominal section, but
afterwards he employed the vaginal incision, after
the manner of former operations. He considers
the process applicable " to any 'grave disease
which is either dangerous to life or destructive to
health or happiness-which is incurable by any
recognized resources of our art, and which we may
reasonably expect to remove by effecting the
change of life." He desires it to be distinctly
understood that "he does not propose it for
arnenorrhea, nor dysemenorrhea, nor nymphoma-
nia, nor for any other particûlar malady, but only
for such conditions and cases as are alone curable
by the change of life." In other words he re-
mnoves a " disease or pernicious ovulation," inlcura-
ble by other means, by affecti'ng the change of life
through removal of the ovaries. The instruments
employed are, a speculum, vulsellum, rat-tooth
forceps, long scissors and bullet forceps. All
ligatures are discarded. There is no danger from
hemorhage. About an hour is occupied by the
Operation, which is done deliberately. Ether is
ernployed, and sometimes a little chloroform at
the start. " to overcome the smothering sensation
Often caused by ether." He has performed the
Operation ten times, with eight recoveries and two
deaths. In most cases the ovaries were really
dis'eased, though not to lhe extent of preventing
Ovulation. Dr. Battey has abandoned the term
" normal ovariotomy," without proposing a substi-
tilte. Dr. Sims proposes to call it " Batteyism."
Authorities in gynæcology are slow in determing
the merits of the precedure. Thomas suggests
that it is capable of great abuse. Perhaps the les-
son learned by the profession through the hasty
condemnation of McDowell's operation, inspires
caution in the exercise of judgment in the present
case. That much opposition will be encountered
by Dr. Battey we 'do not doubt. He himself
appears apprehensive of this, if we may judge from
his timidity and circumiocution in language. In
declaring expressly that the operation is not
intended for nymphomania as constituting in
niany cases -one of those conditions. Clitorid-
ectomy is a safer operation, and has • been
successfully resorted to in such cases ; and yet it'
has been discarded. We have not forgotien the
fate of Baker Brown.-Pacißfc Med. and Sur. Your.

HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS OF ERGOTIN
IN HAMOPTYSIS.

Dr. William Pepper, in his " Address in Medi-
cine " before the Medical Society of the State of
Pennsylvania, at the sessioniheld at Potsville, last
June, says,-" In my own experience, I have been
led to regard ergot as almost, if not altogether, the
most reliable astringent in such cases, although,
of course, it fails at times, and some other styptic
is found to succeed better. There are also mani-
fest reasons which render it preferable ta use ergot
hypodermically in this condition, and which, there-
fore, render this mode of treatment of consider-
able importance. In corroboration of the powerful
hoemostaticeffectof ergotin injected hypodermically,
I would refer to an interesting case of very serious
purpura hemorrhagica in a boy of seven years,
successfully treated by Dr. Minich, of Philadelphia
(P/hil. Med. Times, May 8, 1875, p. 502), in, this
manner. And, finally, I would add that in certain
forms of congestive neuralgia, hypodermic injec-
tions of ergotin over the course of the affected
nerve, or near its point of emergence, have pro-
duced prompt and lasting relief. The solutions
referred to have been used of very different
strength. That which I haves found most useful is
of the so-called ergotin, in the proportion of about
ninety-six grains to fýi of distilled water, of which
Mx, xx, or xxx may be given, representing ij, iv, or

,wi grains of ergotin, according to circumstances.
The injections are painful for a brief time, but
have very rarely caused any suppuration in my own
practice.-Med. Student, Va.

GANGLION TREATED BY ELECTROLYSIS.

A lad, aged 14, referred to me by Dr. Bennett,
had a weeping sinew on the wrist. It had reached
the size of a large walnut. The patient was fully
anæsthetized, and two needles, one connected with
each pole, were inserted into the tumor, the posi-
tive needle being kept in situ, and the negative
worked in various directions inside, so as to elec-
trolyze all the internal surface. The operation
lasted ten minutes. A small amount of decompos-
ed fluid escaped at the hole made by the negative
needle, and the swelling subsided, perhaps about
one-third or one-half.

The tumor was dressed with a pad, over which a
bandage was tightly drawn. For two or three days
there was some inflamation and considerable pain,
but in a few days the inflammatory signs disappear-
ed, and the tumor appeared only as a flattened
elevation. The result was, therefore, most satis-
factory. It may be noticed that the method of
electrolysis used in this was similar to that which I
have employed and recommended for cystic growths
in general; in fact, this weeping sinew was treated
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precisely as any cystic tumor, which is the very
reverse of the method of working up the base that
I use for malignant growths. In cystics of a be-
nign character, when the walls are moderately firm,
I work up the inner or secreting surface by passing
the needle into the body of the tumor, and press
the point in all directions against the inner surface.
By this method a threefold object is accomplished:
the evacuation of the fluid constituents, which of
itself alone is of slight moment, and would not avail
to cause absorption of the tumor ; the artificial in-
flammation of the inner surface, so that secretion is
stopped; and finally the general absorbent effect
of electricity upon the inner surface and upon the
body of the tumor.

The inflammation excited by electrolysis appears
less inclined to extend than inflammation excited
by most other causes. I form this opinion from
clinical observations simply. In the above case I
should have been apprehensive lest the inflamma-
tion would extend up the tendon, and perhaps
cause annoyance, were it not for this fact, that in-
flammation excited by electrolytic action is usually
circumscribed, however severe it may be.

Hydrocele, if treated by electrolysis, should be
treated by this method, and some of the failures
and uncertainties attending electrolysis in hydro-
cele can, I suspect, be explained by the fact, that
the treatment has been used with a view only to
decompose and evicuate the contents of the sac,
while the secreting surface has not been touched.
It is true, I admit, that in some cases the irritation
caused by introducing the needle, and the action
that takes place near it when by chance it may
strike the inner secreting surface, may be sufficient
to bring about a permanent cure. In one such
case of hydrocele in a child, where the little patient
would not bear thorough treatment, a single intro-
duction of one needle, and the application of a
mild current for a short time by Dr. Sterling, was
enough to cause permanent disappearance of the
hydrocele, but such results are exceptional, and are
not to be expected.--Dr. Beardin Medical Record.

How TO PREVENT CHLOROFORM ASPHYXIA.-
Dr. J. Fleiberg (Ber?. Klin. Wochenschr., Sep.,
1875,) describes a method of preventing chloroform
narcosis. His plan is to dislocate the inferior max-
illary bone forward whenever any asphyxial symp-
toms make their appearance. The best way of
producing this dislocation is to stand behind the
reclining patient, put both thumbs behind the sym-
physis and the index fingers on the posterior edges
of the rami of the bone, then grasp the maxilla
firmly and drag it directly forward. If the patient
be under the influence of the anæsthetic-and then
only is it necessary to resort to this procedure-the
condyle will move forward with a perceptible mo-
tion and the entire bone is displaced. As soon as

this is done the patient takes a long breath and res-
piration proceeds without any further difficulty as
long as the parts remain in the same position. The
author has employed this procedure in more than
a thousand instances and has never failed to achieve
the desired purpose, namely, the use of chloroform
without any uppleasant complications. He belie-
ves that the root of the tongue and the epiglottis
are dragged forward and thereby the occlusion of
the larynx and the consequent asphyxia which is
due to the weight of the tongue, are obviated. The
same method has been in constant use by Esmarch
since 1864; and Langenbeck employed it con-
stantly during the late Franco-German war, and
never lost a case from the effects of chloroform.-
Chicago Medical yournal.

PROGRESSIVE PERNICIoUS ANAEMIA, oR ANiEMA-
TosIS.-Prof. Pepper reports three cases of this
disease in the American Yournai of Medical Science,
Oct. 7. Case I., was that of a single woman of 26
years, a stout dressmaker, with good family history
who had intense anæmia; irregular fever, uncon-
trolled by quinia; more or less œdema, gastric dis-
turbances, palpitation, hæmic murmurs-" a hum-
ming roar audible over the whole skull," especially
strong over the longitudinal and lateral sinuses-
profuse hæmorrhages from the gums, and, later,
somnolence, coma and death. There was no albu-
minuria, no enlargement of spleen or lymphatic
glands, and no evidence of organic disease of any
organ. Case IL., was that of a man aged 57, who
had through life had qigorous health. The disease
was ushered in, after some months of somewhat
impaired vigor, by a slight sunstroke ; jaundice and
rapid failure in strength and progressive anæmia
followed. There were palpitation, nausea, vomit-
ing, slight ædema, faintness on rising, hæmic mur-
murs, slight fever, slight emaciâtion, finally delirium
and death. There was no leukemia or affection of
the lymphatic glands. There was found slight en
largement of the spleen, and fatty degeneration of
the heart, liver and kidneys. Case I1L., was that of
a man, an iron founder, slight and never vigorous,
aged 50, who had had several times attacks of
hepatic colic, with a chronic follicular catarrh of the
intestinal canal, which had continued for a number
of years. He had suffered for years from a chronic
psoriasis of the legs, trunk and arm. The next
mormning, after a hard day's work, he felt weak;
from this time there was progressive anæmia and
debility, a tendency to syncope, transient œdema,
hæmic murmurs, dyspnoa, irregular fever and som-
nolence. Later there was wandering delirium.
There was found a large calculus in the gall bladder
with suppuration of the sac ; the solitary follicles
of the intestines were enlarged ; the heart, liver and
kidneys were in a condition of fatty degeneration,
the spleen was slightly swollen ; the lymphatic
glands were unaffected. The marrow of the bones



(radius) was made almost wholly of " granular cells, larged prostate; but even in these instances a soft
round or nearly so, but varying in size from'1-3500 catheter would easily slip into the bladder. If a
to 1-2000 of an inch. Many of these cells had a soft instrument became plugged with blood or
single distinct spherical núcleus ; a few were very mucus, a whalebone stylet ought to be used to
granular, and fewer contained a single drop of fat. clear it, for a metal stylet was dangerous as it might
In all cases there had been a great deficiency of emerge from the eye of the catheter, and prick the
red corpuscles of the blood, but no increase of the coats of the bladder. If, in a case of retention
White ones-the blood had, moreover, the appear- from stricture, the catheter alluded to should fail to
an'ce of disorganization. In the first case, death pass, one of Boyer's olivary metal catheters ought
Occurred in about a year from the beginning of the to be tried, aided by a finger in the rectum. If it
attack ; in the second, in eleven months ; and the failed, a whalebone bougie with very short beak
third in three months. The author, .after a lengthy might be introduced, and a metal catheter open
discussion of the cases and thedisease, concludes at both ends slid overit into the bladder. Some-
that, (i) progressive pernicious anemia is identical times a piliform bougie, or one of Leroy de'Etiolles'

With the idiopathic aniemia of Addison, and is flot corkscrew bougies might pass where the whalebone
a new disease; (2) it is in reality the medullar form had not succeeded. It ought to he borne in mtd

of so-called pseudo-leukemcia, (Hodgkin's diseases); that retention could usually be releved by means

(e) the primary and essential lesion in this and ana- of a bougie only, for the immediate cause of reten-
logous conditions appears to be an affection of the tion, in very tight strictures, was a plug of thick
blood-making tissues-Meen, lymfphatic glands, mucus blocking up the passage. If the above

Ilarrow of the bones-causing defective blood- measures failed the patient ought to try to pass

naking. A better nate than any heretofore in use urine, aed an attempt could then be made to pass

ought to be chosen for it,and te suggests anaama- a catheter. It would often happen that the cathe-

tois (a, privative, and "atiaro6ze, formation Of ter would slip in as the patient passed a fewdrops
blood>; (4) the changes in the blood consis a of of urine. Soemmering's method of injecting the

great reduction of its masses, diminution of red urethra with oil wà.s most useful, as also Cazenave's
Without increase of white corpuscles ; (5) the other plan of inserting ice into he rectum. The patient

lesions, fatty degenerations, etc., are secondary, and could be put under the influence of ether if the

depend on the blood changes; (6) the symptoms above measures did not succeed. If an operation
are, in great part, explicable by the state of the were required, external urethrotoy without a
blood and heart; (7) the disease, once established, guide was indicated, but it was a dfficut operation

is fatal; (8) the remedies affording most relief, are and tapping above the pubes with an aspirator was

Cod liver oil, arsenic and phosphorust (i) trans- better for those not accustomed to operate. In

fusiow\ is only capable of doing temporary good- retention from gonorrhea, a small soft olivary

(I) to be safely employed, the amount of blood catheter would pass, but the object was to prevent
transfused should be small, and introduced slowly a recurrence, which could be effected by emptying

and repeated at suitable intervals. In the cases the rectum with an enema, and then plugging with

reported, al treatment was of no avail, including ice; salines and herbane could be given inthenally

the transfusion, twice performed in the last case- and haf a dozen leeches apapled to the perinaum,

Chicango Medical lournai. if the patient were young and strong. In reten-

eoi from various enlargements of the prostate,
RETENTION AND EXTRAVASATION 0F URINE.- the "sonde à vis portant un conducteur" would

Mr. Teevan read the second haf ofca paper "lOn be found the most useful instruent, for it would

the Causation, Diagnosis, and Treatment of reten- surmount a third lobe when enlarged, and wriggle

ton and Extravasation of Urine." Out of twenty- round either laternal lobe if hypertrophied. Ihe

four causes enumerated as originating retention fQllowing instruments would also be found very
twenty usually presented no difficulty in treatment, va fgable 2. The sasall soft olivary Lcatheter; 3.

( oaless complicated by a false passage, and might ndia-rubber catheter armed wpbh a whalebone
be successfully relieved by a small, soft olivary stylet; 4. Mercier s beaked prostatic elastic cathe-

catheter. A false route could be avoided by bend- ter ; 5. The ordinary English elastic catheter, tised
ing the Iast half-inch of the catheter at right angles, with a stylet, and in the way recommended by the

and rotating the instrument while it wan being in- late Mr. Hey of Leeds; 6. The Metal prostatic

troduced. By the above method, the heel of the catheter, well curved, and sixteen inches lnæg, very
beak was presented to the false paisage instead of thuseful hen a patient was very fat with a deep

the point of the catheter. Another way was to rm 7. ere "bicoudee " catheter

Pass a NIedium-sized sofT instrument into the false would pass in those troublesome cases where the
Passage, and there leave it, whilst a smaller catheter prostatie urethra was greatly lengtened on account

has passed by its side into the bladder. The cases of a general increase of the gland coabined wie

0f retention which caused trouble were those fol- an enlarged third lobe. If an operation were re-

l0wing rupture of the urethra, stone, stricture, en- quired, tapping above the pubes with an aspirator
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was indicated. In retention from calculus, extrac-
tion with a long urethral forceps out to be first
attempted, recourse could afterwards be had, if
required, to Civiale's curette and Matthieu's
urethral brise-pierre. If these means did not suc-
ceed, the stone ought to be pushed back into the
bladder with a wax bougie, and there crushed. If
the stone could not be pushed back, it ought to be
cut down and extracted. In extravasation of urine,
the great secret of success was to make free in-
cisions, and make them early, as soon as the tissues
became brawny. An incision three inches deep
was usually required to be made in the median line
of the perinæum, and an instrument ought to be
passed into the bladder to demonstrate that there
was a free passage from thence to the surface. It
wás perfectly unnecessary to leave in a catheter, as
it was only a source of annoyance to the patient.
-Brit. Med. Journal.

Sir Wm. Temple,said: "Soldiers seemed to have
the most honor, lawyers the most money, and phy-
sicians the most learning." ,

SORE NIPPLES.-I have had a large obstetric
practice as an English physician, and have never
had a bad'case of sore nipples. For many years,
when the nipples became slightly sore, I at once
applied zinc shields ; but of late years, instead of
allowing the zinc to combine with the lactic acid
of the milk, I have applied a preparation of sul-
phate of zinc and lactic acid (in fact lactate of zinc)
and glycerine with starch, between the times of
suckling. I think if you try this you will find it
unfailing, and not only a " prophylactic," but a
specific in the true sense of the term.-Fleisch-
mann.-Tie Clinic.

RHEUMATISM.-Dr. William Corson has derived
much success in this disease with the following :-
R Phosphate of ammonia 5iss ; Tincture of col-
chicum seeds, 3j; Tincture aconite root, ij ;
Smple syrup, 3iij. M.-Teaspoonful every three
or four hours.-Phil. Med. &- Sur. Reporter.

A PLACE WITHOUT QUACKs.-At the opeding
of the session of the West Virginia Medical Society,
Dr. A. L. Knight declared that for seventy odd
years the practice of Mason county, in which the
meeting was held, had been exclusively in the
hands of regular physicians, and that "never in
the history of the county's development has an ir-
regular practitioner for any length of time been
supported or even countenanced by its respectable
citizens."

A GENERAL ANTIDOTE.-M. Jeannel gives the
following formula for an &ntidote for a number of
deadly poisons : Solution of sulphate of iron (D.
145), Ioo; water, 8oo; calcined magnesia, 8o ;

washed animal charcoal, 40. These ingredients
are kept separate, the solution of sulphate of iron
in one vessel, the magnesia and charcoal in another,
with some water. When needed the sulphate solu-
.tion is poured into the last-mentioned receptable,
and violently agitated. The mixture should be
administered promptly, in doses of from 1.6 to 3-3
ounces. From experiments, M. Jeannel finds that
this antidote, employed in proper proportions, ren-
ders preparations of arsenic, zinc, and digitaline
completely insoluble.

FORMULE FOR USE IN GONORRHŒA (Le Pro-
gress Medica/, November 6, 1875).-In cases of
gonorrhœa, when the marked inflammatory sym-
I ptoms have disappeared or have notably diminished
Rollet recommends the following injection:

I. Liquor. plumb. subacetat., f3i;
Zinci sulphat., gr. vj;
Vini opii, f5ss ;
Aquin dest, f.vj.

M. et ft. sol.
Use from three to five times daily.

UNAPPRECIATED DOCTORs.-No honest and in-
dustrious physician, be he ever so humble in his
capacity, can follow his vocation diligently for a
twelve-month in any locality and fail, to im-
press somnebody with a just estimate of his services.
If he will but content himself with the progress
made, and continue his efforts patiently and per-
severingly, he will surely add friend to friend and
patron to patron, until at last peace and plenty
shall smile upon his honest and earnest endeav-
ours.

It is no uncommon error for medical men to
find the widest discrepancy existing between the
esteem in which they are held by the community
and the self-estimate of their own capacity. Such
men are the victims of a cold, unfeeling world.
They are unappreciated by the public. They be-
come per consequence soured with the world, and
very naturally-resent the injustice, the blindness
and ignorance of mankind, who fail to discern,
their supposed merit and capacity. We verily be-
lieve that these professional, self-constituted
martyrs to the coldness, blindness, and ignorance,
which surrounds and engulfs them, are but too
often the architects of their own mal-fortune. No-
body chooses a soured misanthrope for his
companion ; nobody takes a mountain of self-con-
ceit for his bosom friend.-Atlanta yournal, Dec.
75.

TAPEWORM TREATED BY BALSAM COPAIBA.-
Dr. Caro presented a tapeworm fifty-three inches
long, which had been expelled from 4 male patient
under somewhat peculiar circumstances. The
gentleman had been suffering with symptoms of
tapeworm for a number of years, during which time
he had made trial of all the usual remedies for their



relief. Last September he applied to Dr. C. for I need only say that I have seen the use of the
the treatment of a gleety discharge. Balsam above-named preparation followed by results far
copaiba was prescribed in large doses (3ss every exceeding my most sanguine expectations, both in
four hours until the bowels were freely evacuated). a preventive and curative point of view.-Medical
The first dose had the desired effect, and to his and Surgical Reporter.
surprise the worm was evacuat'd entire. Dr. C. INFUL MENSTRUATION.-Dr. Baker, of Norris-
Was not aware that this remedy had ever been used PA
before with such a result. Dr. Briddon had never town, has found the following formula, given a

failed in the treatment of the tapeworm by the use week or ten days before the menstrual period, to
of ethereal extract of male-fern. His usual plan yield almost sure relief in painful menstruation
Was to administer the black draught, followed for R. Pil. ferri carbonat, 3uj
twenty-four hours with nothing but beef tea ; then Ext. conii mac., 3ijss
frorm a drachm to two drachms of ethereal extract 01. cinnamom., l1xxx
of Inale-fern,and twelve hours afterwards a dose of Syr. tolutani, 3ij
castor oil.-Medical Record. Syr. simplici,

Aquæ, aa 3vij. M.
THE BRITISH MEDICAL DEFENCE AsSOCIATIoN. Sig. A Tablespoonful four times a da.

-At a general meeting of the members of this as-
sociation held on the i oth inst., Dr. B. W. Richard- What is called "the obstetric hand " appears on
son, F.R.S., was elected president of the associa- some ancient English coat-of-arms. The "obstet-
tion for the ensuing year; Dr. Alfred Meadows, ric hand " is a right hand, with the little and ring
and Mr. James R. Lane, F.R.C.S., were elected finger doubled down, and the fore and middle

ice-president ; and Mr. George Brown, hon. sec- fingers extended, as if about to perform the act of
retary. The further election of officers was post- examination, which the French call toucher.
Poned until Tuesday next, when the members will

be ske toelet tre moe vce-resdens; PROPHYLACTIC IN CHOLERA INFANTUM (Nelwbe asked to elect three more vice-presidents York Medical Yournal, December, 14)-htwenty members of council and a prosecuting com- 1845).-The
rnittee. We are pleased to observe that the Lancet, numerous cases of gastro-intestinal catarrh occur-

Medical Times and Gazette, and British Msdical ring in small children during summer preponderate

7ournal, have published articles strongly approv- among such as are fed with the bottle. The var-

Infgobjects of the association. ious kinds of treatment adopted by physicians have
not proved very successful: hence a prophylactic

SULPHO-CARBOLATE OF SODIUM AS A PROPHY- against this disease is of great value. As the affec-
LACTIC IN SCARLATINA.-Dr. W. Scott writes to the tion originates in the nourishment of the infant.
editor of the Medical Press and Circular :-With- Jacusisl (Berlin. Klin. Wochenschrift, 1875) has
Out, on the present occasion, entering into the in- been led to add two tablespoonfuls of a one-third
teresting question of whether the minute particles per cent. solution of salicylic acid, n water to the
of living matter which constitute disease germs dailv allowance of milk, with the effect of rendering
cOnsist of animal or vegetable bioplasm, or the the germ of the disease powerless. The children
various other difficult points regarding the nature fed in this manner have not had gastro-
Of the poisons of infectious diseases, I am desirous intestinal catarrh, or suffered any inconvenience
to direct the special attention of practical and from this rather free use of salicylic acid. The
thoughtful men to the use of the sylpho-carbolate remedy is harmless and also inexpensive.
Of sodium,-both as a curative and prophylactic
agent in the treatment and cure of scarlatina. So TREATMENT OF CROUP.-Dr. Lesdorf, says the
far as I am aware, there has not been that general Doctor, contributes the- following treatment of

attention'given to the subject which its vast impor- croup :-At the outset an emetic is to be given,
tan'ce demands. Mr. Crookes, Dr. A. E. Sansom, sulphate of copper in small doses every quarter of an
Dr. Brackenridge, perhaps others, deserve well for hour (until vomiting is produced) bemng the best ;
what has been already effected, and, so far as my after vomiting, the copper is to be given every two
experience goes, I can fully confirm their testimony; hours, in doses of one-eighth to half grain. The
but unless a considerable number of the medical dyspnœa generally ceases after vomiting has once
profession attend to tþe matter, noting 'cases and occurred. The administration of copper is to be
briefly publishing results, little partaking of cer- continued for a day or two until the dry whistling
tainty can 'be reliably settled. In , scarlet fever, cough has changed its character. A cold compress
diptheria, and measles, the sodium sulpho-carbolate is to be applied round the neck immediately after
may be given in doses varying according to age, vomiting. If the dyspnœa seems not to yield, a
from five to thirty grains four times daily, and in a vapor bath is to be given, as follows : a wooden
mixture with simple syrup or other such ing'redient vessel, containing eight to ten quarts of hot water,
ès in no way disagreeable. An exteided trial is half to three-quarters of a pint of vinegar, and a
the all..important point at present, and for this time handful,%of meal, is to be placed at the foot of the
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child's bed ; a quilt is then to be suspended over
the bed, so that one end is to cover the vessel, and
the other so arranged that the vapor, in escaping,
must pass over the child's head. A red-hot iron is
then to be placed in the vessel, and left there so
long as it develops the hot acid vapor. This bath
is to be repeated every two hours, night and day,
while there is any danger. The very best results
may be anticipated from this method of treatment,
and operative interference, even in acute cases,
may often be prevented by energetically carrying it
out.--Medical and Surgical Reporter.

TREATMENT OF RINGwoRM.-In the Lancet of
Nov. 2oth, is a notice of the treatment of ringworm
by means of a solution of boracic acid, as recom-
mended by Surgeon-Major Watson. Dr. Welsh
says : The plan he has adopted for nany years is
quite as simple, more easily applied, and requires
no precautions as to the parts being prepared, or
care taken that they should afterwards be allowed
to dry, that the acid be not rubbed off. Practising
among a class where the disease appears frequently,
it has been his method to paint the parts affected
with the ordinary tincture of iodine. The brush is
brought not only over the spot, but a little beyond
the margins. This lie does on three successive
days, and then orders the patient to appear a week
after the last application for inspection. Not in one
case in a hundred has he to repeat the application.

PUNCTURE OF THE PERICARDIUM.-The follow-
ing case is reported in the Archives Medicales beiges
by Dr. Villeneuve: A child, five years old, was
suffering from pericarditis with effusion. According
to the statements of the parents, the trouble dated
from a fall two months before, soon after which the
breathing began to be affected, the legs swelled,
and the condition grew gradually worse. When
the patient was seen, the symptoms had be-
come very alarming. The face was swollen and
mottled, the eyelids were edematous, the lips cold
and livid. There was also considerable oedema of
the legs and scrotum. -The pulse was too feeble to
be counted, and auscultation failed to discover any
cardiac sounds whatever. W1 fluctuating swelling,
which undulated synchronously with the respira-
tion, occupied the præcordial region. Respiration
was short, labored, whistling, and accompanied
with pulsation of the jugulars. The case appeared
desperate, and no medical treatment offering any
prospect of success, it was resolved to interfere
surgically. A Dieulafoy's aspirator was procured,
and the tumor having been punctured at its most
prominent part, two syringefuls of clear, yellowish
fluid were withdrawn. The fluid continued to flow
in a stream after the canula was removed, owing
to the fact that the repeated application bf blisters
to the part had so thinned the skin as to prevent
the edges of the woundfrom closing. With the
aid of plasters, compresses and bandages, however,
the aperture was finally closed. The result of the

operation was a very marked relief of the chil<,'s
asphyxiated condition ; the heart-sounds could be
heard again, and the pulse could be counted.
The wound continued open and discharging for
six months. The discharge was at first clear, and
afterwards became purulent. The. fistula finally
healed, and the patient made a complete recovery.
-Med. Record.

RESECTION OF THE STERNUM.-Professor Cos-
tanzo Mezzoni reports, in the Bulletin general de
'/zeraj5eutzque, five cases of resection of the sternum

together with adjacent portibons of the ribs and
costal cartilages. In- the first case the operation
was performed on account of a large tumor situated
in the middle of the sternum. The tumor was
adherent to the bone, was painless, hard, and at
certain points presented a sense of fluctuation, but
further than this its nature is not stated. The
sternum ,was removed entire, together with portions
of the costal cartilages of the second, third, and
fourth ribs, exposing the pleura of the mediastinum
and the pericardium. The dressing cônsisted of
charpie, which had been dipped in phenic oil and
the permanganate of potassa. At first the case
did well, the wound presenting a healthy granu-
lating appearance, but fifteen days after the
operation the patient succumbed to a hypostatic
pneumoma. In the other cases the operation was
performed for caries of the bone, occurring in
scrofulous subjects, and in each instance the
patient recovered.-Med. Record.

TUMOR IN THE BRAIN WITHOUT CEREBRAL
SYPToMs.-Our readers have been informed that
the death of J. Hughes Bennett was the result of
the operation of lithotomy. But a curious fact was
developed on examination of the head, namely:
a tumor about the size of a hen's egg, on the right
side, between the dura mater and the brain. The
curious part of it is that he had neyer suffered
from any symptoms indicating lesion within the
cranium.-Paciic Med. journal.

ABNORMAL DEVELOPMENT' OF THE BREAST IN
THE MALE-A. B., aged twenty-one, ordinary sea-
man, was admitted into the Royal Naval Hospital,
Hong Kong, on May 1 4th, 1875, with what was
said to be a chronic enlargement of the right breast.
On examination, the right mamma presented, in
size and conformation, the appearance of the well-
developed breast of a full-grown woman, lobulated,
with an enlarged brown-coloured areola. The
nipple, however, corresponded in size vith that of
the left breast. The man states that he 'first ob-
served the right breast to be larger than the left
about the age of sixteen and a half years. Since
that time it gradually increased in size until it
attained its present dimensions. There has been
no kind of secretion from the nipple at any time.
The. genital organs are fully and well developed.-
Lancet.
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TYPHOID FEVER.

The secular press in different parts of the country
With a wise forethought that cannot be too highly
comâmended, have of late been profitably discours-
ing on the necessity for the general diffusion of a
'Llowledge of Sanitary Science, and the immediate
PIactical application of such knowledge in improv-
ed sewerage, and disposal of sewage, as also in a
Water supply unladen with decomposing excreta-
POlnting out as the inevitable result of a neglect of
auch precautionary measures, enteric or typhoid.
fevers, and other ailments of the zymotic class. As
the etiology of enteric fever has long been the oc-
caion of much debate, and at the present time,
pulblic attention is in a measure directed to it, we

Very briefly review the opinions of writers on
this subject. Typhoid or typhus mitior, may cer-
t8Iry be çonsidered an objectionable nomencla-
tilre i Dothinenteritis, as proposed by Bretonieau,
'ould be better as pointing to the intestines as the

seat of disease. It cannot be demonstrated, but it
aPpears more than probable that some of the febrile
eoisons whether originating in animal, vegetable, or
atinospheric miasmata operate on particular struc-
tUrles, and that these structures are to some extent

etermined by the season of the year; at some the
Xluc0us inembrane of the air passages is affected,giving rise to catarrhal symptoms ; at others gastric
8d enteric sympt>oms form the prominent character
of the fever. Intestinal affections are not only

ore common at particular times, but occur in a
er Proportion of cases in some localities than in

others* A very interesting question in the studyOf lever, arises as to the manner in which the blood
ed the various organs become affected. Is the
t orbific influence conveyed to the secreting and

other organs, by means of the blood, or the organie
nervous system, or by mere continuity and con-
tiguity of surface and structure? And is the blood
itself affected by the direct contact of a poison, or
by nervous influence, or by failure of the excreting
processes ? Dr. Copland says on this subject, "It
would be interesting to trace the manner in which
the different systens of the frame became affected
during the progress of various fevers. There is a
certain class, for instance, that has been called
periodic fevers ; others typhoid fevers ; and others
pestilential or malignant. Periodic fevers arising
from malaria would seem to implicate the organic
nervous system primarily, and the fluids and ab-
dominal viscera secondarily. If we proceed- to the
consideration of the worst forms of fever, typhus
or pestilential fever for instance, not only is the
nervous system affected (the organic nervous system
probably the first to be impressed with the cause of
the disease), but the blood itself quickly becomes
disordered. Now the question is, whethnr the change
produced so early in the blood arises primarily from
the absorption of the cause, or whether it arises
from the morbid impression made on the organie
nervous system, owing to which impression the ex-
creting or depurative functions which are under the
influence of -this system, are impaired or arrested,
and the circulating vessels and fluids become affect-
ed, and ultimately changed I We find that, in the
progress of fevers the blood becomes changed ; and
the change may arise partly from the impressions
made by the emanations causing the fever upon the
organic nervous system, and partly from the absorp-
tion of the emanation-of the morbid poison-into
the circulating mass. The morbid effluvium being
received into the lungs with the air, injuriously af-
fects the organic nervous system supplying these
organshense the blood in the lungs is not suffici-
ently changed." In the "Archives Generales de
Medicine " for July, 1829, Dr. Bretonneau has an
article asserting the contagiousness of typhoid or
dothinenteritis, as he ternis it-Chomel, Gendron,
Louis, and a host of other French physicians in-
cline to the same opinion. Liebermeister asserts,
that the opinion that typhoid may be purely con-
tagious, and capable of being transmitted directly
from person to person is not founded on actual ob-
servation. Griesinger rather inclines to the belief
of a direct contagion. Murchison considers that the
poison of typhoid originates in the decomposition
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of organic substances, and proposes the name of
pythogenic fever. According to this hypothesis, the
specific products of decomposition depend on the
particular substances which are decomposed, and for
typhoid to result the substances decomposed must
be animal. Others hold to the view, that typhoid
originates in the decomposition of organic sub-
stances only when these decomposing substances
are mixed -with the germs of the specific typhoid
poison, and when these germs grow and multiply.
Dr. Budd is considered to have satisfactorily de-
monstrated that the living human body is the soil
in which this specific poison breeds and multiplies;
and that the specific process which constitutes the
fever itself, is the process by which the multiplica-
tion is effected. The question then arises, What
are the substances derived from diseased individuals
which act as transporters of the poison 1 Evident-
ly these substances are to be looked for in the
excrements. But it may be questioned, whether
such excrements contain the poison while still in
their fresh condition. The poison in order to be-
come active, has to go through a certain stage of
development outside of the body. This develop-
ment can take place if the dejections are left to
themselves, as in dirty linen ; but it seems to go on
more abundantly, if the dejections are eollected in
privies, sewers, or earth already saturated with
organic substances. In this way it can be explain-
ed how a typhoid patient, who comes to a house or
region previously free from the disease, can establish
there a focus of infection from which many other
persons become diseased, (see Liebermeister's article
on typhoid). For preventing the spread of this
fever, Dr. Budd recommends a reliance. on chemical
agents believing that by subjecting the discharges
on their issue from the body to their action, they
may be entirely deprived of their specific virus.
He suggests the following details:

1. All discharges from the fover patient should
be received on their issue from the body into vessels
containing a concentrated solution of chloride of
zinc.

2. Two ounces of a caustic solution of chloride
of zinc, should be put in the night stool on each oc-
casion before it is used by the fever patient.

3. All tainted bed or body linen should immedi-

ately on its removal, be placed in water strongly
impregnated with the 'ame agent, and the water
closet flooded several times a day with the same.

In our opinion chloride of lime is also a most
valuable disinfectant in the above disease. When
spread upon the excreta, or saturated earth, or thrown
into privies, or placed in pans in' the sick chamber, it
not only disinfects the substances with which it
comes into contact, but also evolves a certain amount
of chlorine which has the effect of destroying any
germs that may be floating in the atmosphere.

SENNA IN REMITTENT FEVER.

The science of therapeutics is making rapid
strides in three different directions. Besides *the
addition of new drugs to the catalogue of the
Materia Medica, therapeutists are making advances
in the 'particular knowledge of the properties of
new and c'ommon medicines, and also in defining
the particular uses and value of remedies in certain
states of disease. It is a fact, of which perhaps we
might readily lose sight were it not for the reminders
that are furnished by the medical journals, that
even old remedies may be found to have a definite
value in particular states of disease. For example,
we might instance the particular value of such old
remedies as aconite, digitalis, mandrake, opium,
and the phosphates, as recent contributions to the
science of special therapeutics. Ringer and others
have informed us of the exceeding value of aconite
in inflammations and in neuralgia; Fothergill and
others have related the tonic, as contra-distinguished
from the sedative action of digitalis ; and so also
with other articles that have held a time-honored
place in the Materia Medica. It is with a view
to call attention to the particular value of senna, as
a derivative in certain conditions of remittent fever,
that we submit the following.

There is a time in the training and experience
of every practitioner when lie fixes for himself the
value of the drugs he uses, and when he cornes to
employ them readily and confidently in the treat-
ment of particular cases. This is the knowledge
and aptness which " experience " confers, and upon
which the public place so high an appreciation.
It is a kind of knowledge which may come sooner
to some men than to others; and, popular notions
to the contrary, it is a species of knowledge which
may be acquired by reading the contributions of
writers who have worked out the facts in their own
experience. It is possible in these days of a
prolific medical literature abounding with clinical
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histories, for a diligent'young practitioner to ac- Conjoined with the employment of senna as a
quire an '" experience " greatly beyond that of his derivative with this special object in view, the
0w sphere. early application of a blister to the nape of the

A few years ago, we were induced to ead every neck, is of great service in overcoming stupor and
accessible author on the subject of remittent fever. cerebral oppression.
The object of this research, was to ascertain the The prevalence of remittent fever in ail the lake,

best means of combating the head symptoms which coast and paludal districts of Canada, lends impor-
are apt to arise in the severer class of cases, and tance to the subject of its treatment, and gives

Which are so dreadful in their portent, because if value to the apparently trivial suggestion of select-

not watched for, and controlled at the outset, there ing a particular cathartic for employment in this

iS great danger of the case passing on into an disease. But, in truth,- the trivality is only apparent,

untanageable form, the typhoid state occurs, and àr it is just by the accumulation of such suggestions
the patient's condition becomes extremely critical that the advancement of therapeutics is accom-

eaad hopeless. at was in the course of this reading plished.
that the value of senna, as an aperient and deriva-a
tive first became an active impression, afterwards CIMICIFUGA IN MENOReRrAGs AND

"tisfactoriiy tested ini practice. For the relief of UEIEDBLT
CeThbral tension, as manifested in the headache, t

Pain, confusion of thought, and delirium arising in L the treatlent of female patients, every phy-
relittent fever, there is no aperient equal to senna. sician of extended experience, will recognis the
The very property that has led to its being 50 great frequency with which cases of uterine diffi

generally discarded in moderi practice, namely, culty are met with, ar which there is freedom froni
its tendency to gripe the bowels, probably con- organie disease of the uteru, but which appear
titutes its efficiency as a .derivative. Observation to depend upon an atonie condition of the organ

ts shown, that by employing senna as a purgative with a predisposition to congestion of this and the

an relettst fever, pain in the head may be re- neigbouring viscera. In our experience, this clam
toved, delirium banished, he case rendered more of cases las been very numerous,and during the

tielageable, and. the system become mor amenable sarlier years of our professional career, peculiarly
tO the anti-periodic properties of quinine. We discouraging and vexatious. Hemorrhages from the
had fully settled on this practice at the time of the uterus are unhappily of very frequent occurrence,

cetbreak of the Ashantee war, when it became an and when uncontrolled, are able to lead to per-
active question to determine the best way of. treat- manent debility, or tor iher very untoward result.
thg African remittent. Lt was then that the surgeon The uterus appears to be very pron to Congestion
Tf e African west coast mail steamer suggested which may be relieved by correspondingly excessiv
tse exhibition of quinine in an infusion of senna, as mentruation. Lt appears to be due to irritabiity as
IstStuitable to the African type of fever; and much as anything else, when not dependent upon
accordingly the wholesale preparation of senna tea any orbid changes going on in the organ. Lt iu

rnd quinine began in the floating and army hos- usualy accompanied with excessive nervousnee -n

Ptlsd This strong confirmation of the value of the patient amounting iu some almost to hysteria,

hadflyore than ever strengthened our conviction while in others it may present the for of nympho-
o atsef t hficie As. The indications of its employment mania. Any plan of treatment therefore which
are, Pain n the head and al the other symptoms may give us pefect control of this cla of ces,

gricative of cerebral disturbance. No matter that cannot fail to be valuable to the general practi-

the bowes nay be supposed to be open enough, if tioner.
a'inl the head occur, or if there be still more n the remedy cimicifuga (aetoa racemosa> w.

aerio n e head symptoms, give senna to active have an agent possesin-g a peculiar affinity for the
Ptarlg when it wil be founid that the head symp- uterus, and one which is also capable of removing

will abate, the fever will be reduced (as tested irritability of the organ, while it acte asocnt neuro-
y the thermometer>, and the hopeful sign of a fibrous tonie, producing ontractions of its fibres, no

aigethelhe duration of the remission, will set in. spasmodie like ergot, but lasting and continu6un.
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It is also sedative and proves to be a very decided
h.mostatic agent in uterine hemorrhages. The
value of such a medicinal agent can hardly be over-
estimated, and especially so when combined with
other agents capable of increasing its efficiency. In
cases of general debility of the organ, an admirable
combination is with quinine, which has a
special nervine tonic influence on the uterus or
plexus of nerves supplying it; with sulphuric acid
as a valuable astringent addition in uterine hemorr-
hages, and with cinnamon, in the form of tincture,
which, in this combination, proves a valuable hem-
ostatic. So we prescribe the tincture of cimifuga
in 15 to 20 minim doses; the quinine to suit the
patient's condition ; the sulphuric acid (aromatic) in1
x 1IR doses ; the tincture cinnamon in 3 j. to 3 iv.
doses, and thus we get a combination admirable in
its action, and safe and unobjectionable as a remedy.
Our observation and experience lead us to put much
confidence in it, and we have had no reason to com-
plain of its results in those cases treated with it in
combination as above given.

In view of the characteristics presented in most
cases of simple menorrhagia, and the prostrated,
debilitated, and emaciated condition which results,
we believe it to be principally dependent upon
uterine relaxation, and as such we think the indi-
cation is fully met in the cimicifuga. Iron and its
preparations will not do it, their specific action orer
the uterus is to produce and promote congestion of
the organ. Ergot is not a tonic at all, but is rmerely
spasmodic in its effects, leaving the fibres of the
uterus more relaxed. Mineral acids and quinine a're
astringent and tonic to the general system, but lack
the elective affinity which gives to cimicifuga its
special value in uterine hemorrhages. Cinnamon is
a valuable hemostatic ani as such is in great favor
in this class of cases among some physicians, but
it lacks permanence in its effecta not being possessed
of tonic properties.

The cimicifuga is a good arterial and nervous
sedative, and as such is valuable in a congested con-
dition of the organ, and in hysteritis with the pecu-
liar nervous excitability and irritability which
accompanies any uterine disturbance, while in
debility of the uterus-a very common complaint-
it is valuable from the universal verdict of those, at
all acquainted with ig properties in that it has a
special affinity for, and is a special stimulant to the
uterus.

Our attention was first directed to this remedy by
a narrative of its beneficial effects among slave
women in the South, given by a fugitive and rebel
who had etcaped to Canada as a Southern refugee.
He had been possessed of a large plantation in
Louisiana, near New Orleans, and employed a
goodly number of people in its cultivation.

The habit of miscarriage was regarded as a serious
matter among slave owners, and the enfeebling
effects of uterine hemorrhages were considered in
their pecuniary sense as a serious loss in view of the
incapacity and loss of labour which they occasioped.
However, he said the "granny" of the negro
quarter knew what to do in, such cases, and would
collect the root of the cohosh, and having made a
strong infusion of it, would administer it with
remarkable results. It was claimed by him that
miscarriage was principally due to debility of the
uterus, although some untoward circumstances
might prove an exciting cause; hence, to prevent'
miscarriage or overcome the habit of aborting, a pro
tracted use of the remedy was necessary, and self
dom failed in securing the desired results.

Cimicifuga, in the form of tincture, seems to be
the most desirable preparation, as the alcohol dis-
solves effectually the gupmy extract in which the
therapeutic value seems to reside. The following
will serve as a general model, on which the com-
bination mentioned may be prescribed :-R. Qui-
ni sulph. grs. viij. ; Acid sulph. aromat, 3iv.;
Tinct. cimicifuga, 3iv. ; Tinct. cinnamomi, ad
3 iv.-M. Sig.-Two teaspoonsful three times a
day. As a substitute for ergot in flooding, it may
be administered in 3s. doses with sulphuric acid
(dil. or aromatic) repeated every hour or two as the
urgency of the case may demand. N>imerous cases
could be placed on record to illustrate and establish
the beneficial action of this drug, but we forbear as
a trial is sufficient.

Cimicifugin, the active principle, is given in
doses of one to three or four grains as a nervine
tonic and sedative, and has been recommended
(besides in uterine affections and protracted labour as
a substitute for ergot) in nervous and rheumatic affec-
tions, as chorea, epilepsy, sciatica, lumbago, acute
and chronic rheumatism, and in/bronchitis ani pul-
monary affections. Its usefulness in hysteria and
uterine affections due to weakness, is of the most
marked description. No remedy has been so much
neglected and overlooked, and yet none is more
thoroughly deserving the confidence of the pro-
fession.
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TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL

ALTERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.

During the past year various changes have taken
Place in the internal economy and management of,
the Hospital, which will, no doubt, be of interest
to Inany of our readers.

The improvements and changes are not all com-
Pleted, but meantime it will be convenient to note
'everal of the alterations which have been made and
hereafter to refer to others as they may be decided
Upon or perfected. And we may premise that as to
the more important repairs, they could not have
been carried out had it not been for two legacies,

tI10unting together to about $16,000, which were
bequeathed to the Hospital wiLhout any condition
as to the use to which the funds were to be applied.
eOtwithstanding the debenture debt of the trust,
(*53,000 bearing an annual interest of $4,240,
Which absorbs about half of the net income accru-
'l1g fron the properties held by the trust) the'trus-
tees decided that these legacies should be exclu-
alvely devoted to permanent improvements in the
1lospital buildings.

Formerly the Hospital had been heated by ordi
nary wood stoves, which entailed much labour and
tXPense, and gave an unequal heat. It was resolv-
ed to heat the building by steam, although the cost
will be about half of the amount of the legacies.
Still it was so impartant to get sufficient warmth in
011 parts of the wards and to have an uniform tem-
Perature day and night, that the trustees did not
hesitate in adopting steam in preference to using
hot air or hot water. The degrees of heat contracted
fol are 65° in the wards and 70° in the corridors
When the thermometer is at zero. Arrangements
for a better ventilation have also been made, but it
'8 to be regretted that in the contract a plan, by
Which thorough ventilation could have been secured
through the present chimney shafts, was not
adopted.

The second important improvement has been the
erection of a set of new water closets and baths, in
the rear outside angles of the building, ready access
being had from each of the principal wards to a
separate closet, giving greatly increased comfort and
cleanliness ; while new pipes of full dimensions will
ý86cure a thorough flushing and removal of every-
t 8ug Without delay. Those portions where the old

closets were will be re-floored, and made into bed-
rooms for nurses. It is also decided to make other
arrangements by which two or three more wards
can be obtained, so that there will thon be about
200 beds available for patients.

A new cooking range, of the best kind, capable of
cooking for 300 persons has been purchased*
Formerly meat was supplied by contract, cut up
into pieces. This system led to great abuse in an
undue proportion of bone and inferior pieces. Now
the contract requires beef to be furnished in
quarters, (an equal number of fore and hind
quarters) which insures proper proportions of the bot-
ter pieces. Other kinds of meat are also supplied, so

that the diet is varied from day to day as far as prac-
ticable. A steward 'was appointed in June last, and
now the quality of all the supplies, meat, bread and
milk, is closely watched, and inferior articles are
promptly rejected. It can now be said with truth,
that the Hospital is properly warmed, better venti-
lated than formerly, that the food is of good quality,
properly cooked, and varied as far as practicable.

The trustees have also arranged two large rooms
under the " Theatre " for the reception of out door
patients, of whom there are many each day. En-
trance to these rooms is through a separate door in
the rear of the Hospital, and the students now
enter by the same door and get to the theatre by a
new staircase leading directly to it. These arrange-
ments greatly facilitate the work of the Hospital
with the " externs " and prevent an inconvenient
crowding of the main entrance and corridor. The
operating theatre is also comfortably heated, and
will he furnished with hot' and cold water, sink, and
other conveniences.

Of one important change in the Hospital regula-
tions our medical readers in the country should be
fully inforned. We allude to the new regulations
regarding free beds, which took effect from lst of
July last. When the new trustees, appointed by
Government in January last, were specially dir-
ected to look into the causes why the average cost
of each patiént in the Toronto Hospital for the year
1874, so largely exceeded the cost at every one of
the other hospitals in Ontario, they found that a
principal cause was the erroneous practice as to
free beds. Formerly it had been an understood
thing that the Hospital maintained 50 free beds,
and the rule had been that patients got upon the
free beds in priority of date of admission, and in
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about six weeks, without reference to whethex they
were paid for by a municipality or by friends, or by
no one. This might possibly have been nearly a
correct calculation as to time when the patients in
the Hospital did not average more than 100 during
the year; but of late years it was found that instead
of 50 there were upwards of 80 patients for whom
no one was paying a cent. The whole system was
investigated, and its errors were established ; but it
was thought well, in order to prevent any ground
of complaint, on the part of those then in the Hos-
pital, that all patients at 30th of June should be
treated according to the old rules about free beds,
wrong though these rules were, but that with
respect to all patients admitted after that date, every
one must be paid for by some municipality or indi-
vidual while in the Hospital, until the non-payment
list was reduced to fifty. The trustees will always
keep the 50 free beds occupied, but they reserve to
theiselves the right of nominating to those beds
such deserving sick and friendless persons as may
come under their notice, after due investigation into
each case. It has been subsequently seen that cf
152 patients. in the Hospital at the 30th of J une,
74 were still in it at the end of August, and it was
only recently that these w3re reduced to about 50,
while other cases admitted since June, where friends
had ceased to contribute and where the patients
could not be discbarged, helped to keep up the
number of non-paying inmates. But the new plan
while it is undoubtedly correct in principle, (viz.:
that all who are able to pay, must be paid for,) will
eventually bring the cases to what they should be,
and give the trustees the opportonity for admitting
the friendless, deserving sick, for whom no provis-
ion formerly existed.

A Bill has been introduced into the Ontario Legis-
lature at its present session giving the trustees

power to receive subscriptions from individuals, for
the yearly maintenance of more free beds, to which
purpose these contributions are to be exclusively
devoted. It is believed that under new manage-
ment, the cost of a free bed can be reduced to $150
per annum. On this basis one, two, or three per-
sons can pay for a bed, and have the right of nomi-
nating thereto any respectable sick person, from
time to time as it becomes vacant. If that right be
not exercised for a week after the person or persons
have been notified that the bed is vacant, the trus-
tees may appropriate the bed to some sick person ;
but the parties shall be apprised of each successive
vacancy. Subscribers may also define any special
disease, such as rheumatism, paralysis, consump-
tion, &c., and direct that their bed be held exclu-
sively for the use of persons suffering from that
special disease. And it is intended that these sub-
scribers shall annually elect from amongst their num-
ber a Trustee who shall be a member of the Hos-
pital Board. It is believed that the public will thus
be induced to take more interest in the Hospital
than has been customary.

In the Bill alluded to, power is asked to add to
the medical staff, and to make provision for substi-
tutes or assistants, when members of the staff find
it inconvenient to attend. New regulations will be
adopted after the Bill has been passed, and confer-
ences have have been held between the trustees and
the staff. The basis of the rules will probably be that
every patient shall be visited by some medical man
each day; and that visitation of the patients shall
be facilitated by such grouping of the patients of
cach member of the staff as can be conveniently
carried out.

As was mentioned last month the former Resident
Medical Superintendent, Dr. McCollum, has
resigned, and commenced practicing in this city.
His successor is Dr. Charles O'Reilly, formerly in
charge of the Hospital at Hamilton, whose manage-
ment of that Hospital, for many years, bas elicited
the well-merited encomiums of Mr. Inspector Lang-
muir. He brings to his new sphere of duty, great
experience and a love for the work, and under his
management of its medical and sanitary economy we
predict for the Toronto Hospital a future of much
usefulness.

A PIECE OF PIPE STEM IN THE BLADDER.-

T. S., æt. 40, labourer, of healthy parentage;
generally robust, but somewhat intemperate in his
habits, was admitted into the Hospital, suffering
from symptoms of stone in the bladder. He
states that some years ago when in a state of in-
toxication some of his comrades, (as he was
afterwards told,) as a practical joke, had passed a
pipe stem into his urethra, and that a portion of
the stem had broken off or separated, and passed
into the bladder. His statement was scarcely
credited, but as the symptoms were urgent and
the presence of a stone was detected by the sound,

-it was decided to operate. Lithtority was at first
spoken of in connection with the case, but owing
to irritability of the bladder and to the large
size of the calculus, it was abandoned and litho-
tomy resorted to instead. The operation was
performed on the 22nd ult., and a large calculus
removed. The calculus measured about two
inches and a half in length, and one inch and a
quarter in its greater diameter. A portion of one
extremity was crumbled away by the application of
the forceps in its extraction, and sure enough here
was the extremity of the mouthpiece of a pipe fully
exposed in the interior of the calculus. It would
appear that a pipe-stem with a bone mouthpiece
jointed on had been introduced by his foolish corn-
rades, and that in v thdrawing it, the mouthpiece
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had been detached and found its way
bladder, or had been actually pushed
bladder, by their foolish manipulations.

into the
into the

STRANGULATED INGUINAL HERNIA INAN INFANT.

'Dr. Woodbury reports in the Medical Times,
Philadelphia, a case of strangulated inguinal
hernia in an infant two days old. The child was
born asphyxiated and some difficulty was experien-
ced in establishing respiration, but after this it
continued to fret as if in pain. Upon examination
a hernial tumor the size of an orange was found
in, the right groin. Taxis was tried, and repeated
several times, withthe aid of the warm bath and
Opium, but without effect. Ether was then adminis-
tered and the operation performed ; the stricture,
*ihich was at the internal abdominal ring was divi-
ded and the bowel returned, after which the
OPPosite walls of the canal, and also the ex-
ternal wound were brought together with sutures
and a radical cure, with rapid recovery of the
Patient, was the result.

IMPROVEMENT.-As will be seen, we have
lately completed arrangements that have been in
Contemplation for some time, for addressing the
lancet, which will enable subscribers to receive it,
2 or 3 days earlier than usual. The names and
addresses of subscribers are printed on'slips, and
Pasted on the wrapper by a machine for the pur-
Pose. This label slip also shows the date up to
Which the subscription has been paid, so that sub-
scribers can see at a glance how their accounts
Stand, from the date on the label slip. The naies
Of soie long in arrears, and of a few who may be
C0nsidered new subscribers, but who have not yet
retitted the amount of their subscription, have
1 ot been printed. As soon as we hear from them
We shall have their naines printed also, and there-
by enable them to receive the Lancet at the saine
tifle as the others.

LARYNGoSopy.-We understand that Dr. Bessey
of Montreal, is making Laryngoscopy and diseases
Of the throat and chest a specialty. He also
devcotes a portion of his time to private instruction
In the use of the Laryngoscope, and the prepara-
e ] of medical students for their professional

mxalination. He is very successful as a privateh istructor, and many young men are indebte< tohjir for the practical instruction they have received,
and Which has enabled them to pass their exami-

ons most creditably. &

THE EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY, TORONTO.-
The directors of this valuable charity have pe-
titioned the Ontario Government for aid to enable
them to secure better premises than the small
rented building with its few feet of yard room
now in use for the Infirmary.

They wish to erect a building that will be large
enough to contain twenty or twenty-five beds for the
use of patients, which they believe will be all that
such an institution will require, at least, for many
years. This, with sufficient grounds to enable

-convalescent patients to take out-door exercise,
they estimate will cost in the neighbourhood of
$20,000, and they have petitioned the Government
for half this amount, trusting to the liberality of
the subscribers to make up the balance. This
seems to us to be unnecessary liberality as in our
judgment the essentially Provincial character of
the institution justly entitles it to adequate premises
at the entire expense of the country. We trust the
petition will be granted.

MATRICULANTS IN MEDICINE.-The following
gentlemen passed the Matriculation Examination
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario, in Jan'y of this year :-R. E. Clapp, T.
Chisholm, J. F. Cattermole, J. W. Caughlin, W. A.
Dafoe, G. P. Doherty, J. P. Gilmour, J. J. Hagel,
D. Hayatt, J. C. McRae, J. McCarroll, J. Mc-
Ilhargy, A. Nasmith, and G. Rowe.

GUN-SHOT WOUND.-Dr. Worthington, Que., re-
ports the case of a man who received the load of a
gun in the abdomen, at the distance of only a foot.
Thirteen days after the injury, he discharged
eighteen shot and one buckshot froVi the bowels.
Recovery was rapid and complete. The treatment
consisted in keeping the patient quiet, and on
liquid diet in small quantities.

A BooN.-A Bill is now before the Ontario
Legislature which will, in a great measure, remove
the disability under which medicµl men have suf-
fered for years in being liable to be subpœnaed to
give evidence in criminal cases, and to be detained
from their practice and patients at great loss and
inconvenience, and without any remuneration
whatsoever. Medical witnesses will now be paid
a reasonable fee for attendance in criminal cases,
on the certificate of the counsel for the crown and
the county attorney, and the order is to be. paid
forthwith by the county treasurer.
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PERSONAL.-Dr. F. Buller, formerly of Toronto,

has successfully passed the professional examina-
tion for the Fellowship of the Royal College of
Surgeons, England, on the 25th Nov. last. He has
since returned to Canada, and is about to com-
mence practice as an oculist and aurist in Montreal.
We congratulate him upon his success, and, wish
him'much prosperity.

MRS. PEARSON'S SUPPORTER.--We desire most
respectfully to draw the attention of the profession
to Mrs. Pearson's abdominal supporter. This sup-
porter is not as well known as it deserves to be,
as there is no doubt it is the best of the kind in
use. It is an invaluable aid in the treatment of
all uterine diseases requiring the use of a supporter.
Wherever tried it has given good satisfaction ; this
is, we think, the best test of oits value that can be
given.

APPOINTMENTS.-At the first meeting of the
new City Council of Hamilton, Dr. James White
was appointed Medical Superintendentt of the
General Hospital. We congratulate Dr. White
upon his appointment, and also the Board in the
choice they have made. Dr. White brings to his
new sphere of labor a zeal and aptitude which
cannot fail to insure success.

Samuel W. Moore, M.D., of Nilestown, to be
an Associate Coroner, for the county of Middlesex.
George A. McCollum, M.D., of Dunnville, to be an
Associate Coroner, for the County of Haldimand.

øh and gataphlto.

A TEXT-BoOK OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY for practi-
tioners and students, by Austin Flint, jr., M.D.,
New York: D. Appleton, & Co. Toronto: Willing
& Williamson.
This new book is a condensation of the author's

elaborate work in 5 vols, on this subject, which
was found to be too voluminous for the general
use of students. The work of abridgment has
been performed with great skill and judgment, and
the work before us is a complete treatise on physio-
logy, and besides it has the advantage over the
original work, of having incorporated into the text
such additional matter as the rapid advances, in
physiology seermed to require. It is also illustrat-
ed by upwards of 3oo engravings, some of which
are original. Dr. Flint adopts the theory of Denis
that fibrin is one of ee products of the decom-
position of plasmine, one of the principles of the
blood. He also expresses his belief that the

blood-corpuscles are formed de novo in the blood,
and he gives a description of the ameboid move-
ments of the white-corpuscles ; the chapter on circu-
lation is excellent; in short the whole work shows
great care and labor on the part of the author to
make this volume most useful and acceptable to
those for whom it is intended.

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY, FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS
AND PRACTITIONERS, by John C. Dalton, M.D.,
Professor of Physiology in the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, New York. 6th edition,
revised and enlarged, with 316 illustrations.
Philadelphia: H. C. Lea. Toronto: Hart &
Rawlinson.

This volume is already so well and favorably
known to the profession, that we are quite certain
it is only necessary to announce the appearance of
a new, enlarged and improved edition to secure
for it the attention of all who require a work on
this subject. The work is fully abreast of the most
recent advances and discoveries in physiological
science, especially those appertaining to physio-
logical chemistry and the nervous system. We
commend this admirable work to our readers with
the fullest confidence that it will give entire satis-
faction to those who will give it an attentive
perusal.

ON POISONS IN RELATION TO MEDICAL JURIS-
PRUDENCE AND MEDICINE, by Alfred Swaine
Taylor, M.D., F.R.C.S., Lond. Third Ameri-
can edition, with 104 illustrations. Philadelphia:
H. C. Lea. Toronto; Hart & Rawlinson.
The present edition contains upwards of 700

pages, and is now a most complete manual on the
subject of poisons in their relation to Medical
Jurisprudence. The whole work has been re-
modelled, and a number of illustrations introduced.
Some chapters have been omitted, some divided,
and others introduced, to bring it in accord with
the changing aspect of Toxicological Science.

~irIu,~J~ ~ae~,anti eatho.
In Blyth, on the ist ult., the wife of Dr. Sloan,

of a son.
On the 17th ult., corner of Yonge and McGill'

streets, the wife of Dr. T. J. W. Burgess, of a
daughter.

At Bay City, Mich., U.S., on the 1st ult., of
heart disease, Wm. McPherson, M. D., formerly'of
Ontario, aged 61 years.

,.* The chargefor notice of Births, Marriages and Deaths,
is fifty cents, which should befor warded in postage stanps, wth
the communication.
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COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS SURGEONS,
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE,

CORNER 23& ST. and 4th AVE., NEW YORK CITY.

SEVENTIETH SESSION, 1876-'77.
FCuT-rI' or' DEIansrE-

ÂLONZO CLARK, MLD.,
Preuident and Proieor of Patholagy and Practical Medicine.

WILLARD PARKER, M. D.,
Professor of Clinical Surgery.
JOHN C. DALTON, M.D.,

Profesor of Physiology and Hygiene.
SAMUEL ST. JOHN, M. D.,

Profesor of Chemistry and Medical Jurisprudence.
THOMAS M. MARKOE, M.D.,

Professor of Surgery.
T. GAILLARD THOMAS, M.D.,

Professor of Obstetrices and the Diseases of Women and Children.
JOHN T. METCALFE, M.1.

Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine.
HENRY B. SANDS, M.D.,

Prrofessor o
JAMES W. M

Adjunct Professor of Obstetrics
Chil

THOMAS T. S
Adjunct Profess

CHARLES F. CH
Adjunct Professor of Chemiet

EDWARD CU
Professor of Materia Medica and

Facu

FRANCIS DELAFIELI1, K.D.,
Adjunet Professor of Pathology and Practical Medicine.

JOHN G. CURTIS, M.D.,
Adjunet Professor of Physiology and Hygiene.

WILLIAM DETMOLD, M. D.,
Emeritus Professor of Clinical and Military Surgery.

WILLIAM H. DRAPER, KD.,
Clinical Professor of Diseases of the Skin.

CORNELIUS R. AGNEW, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of Diseases of the Eye and Ear.

ABRAHAM JACOBI, KD.,
Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children.

FESSENDEN N. OTIS, M.D.,
Clinical Professor of Venereal Diseases.

LANE, . EDWARD C. SEGUIN, MD.,
cLudE theDae i , e n Clinical Proiessar ai Diseases ai the Mmnd and Nervaus
and the Diseases of Women and stm
dren. MD,.
ABINE, GEORGE LEFFERTS, M.D.,
arIE ai Dntm. Clinical Profiessor of Laryngaecapy and Disesses ai the
;or of Anatomny. hot
ANDLER, Ph.D., CHARLES McBURNEY, M.D.,
ry and Medical Jurisprudence. Demanstratar ai Anstamy.
jRTIS, M.D.,
Therapeutices ; Secretary of the

ity. Assistant Demonftratr ai Andtomy.

FACULTY 0F THE SPRING SESSION.

JAMES L. LITTLE, M.D., ROBERT F. WEIR, M.D.,

Lecturer on Operative Surgery and Surgical Dressings. Lecturer on Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Organs.

GEORGE G. WHEELOCK, M.D., MATTHEW D. MANN, M.D.,

Lecturer on Physical Diagnosis. Lecturer on the Mferoscope as an Aid to Diagnosis.

A. BRAYTON BALL, M.D., H. KNAPP, M.D.,
Lecturer on Diseases of the Kidneys. Lecturer on Diseases of the Eye and Ear.

TI-IE COL L3 IA T-E ~J EA.. -

The Collegiate Year embraces a upecial Spring and a rMglar W cnter Session, attendance at the latter anly heing required for the

Èbduating caurse. The Sprlng Session for 1876 begins Match il, and cantinues tiil June 1. Thd Bogular WLutor S"sion for 1876-

'iheginManday, October 2, and continues till March. The College Commencement for the conferring of degrees is held annually at the

eloe of the Winter Session.

Tuition is by the following methods :-. DIDACTIO LECTURES WITH DEMONSTRATIONS. During the Winter Session, from

e to six such lectures are given daily by the Faculty ai the College, on the seven general branches of medical Science. Attendance obliga-

4<Y. Foes $20. far the course on each b ranch, ar $140. for the entire curriculum. During the SpriDg Session, twa lectures ons«pecial
ioy aege daily by the iaculty ea the Spzng Seon. Fee $5. for the course on branch, or $30. for the entire curriculum. IL CLix-

JÂL TEACHING. This important element O tuition receives the iullest attention. Ten Clinice, cavering ail the general and special

4ePartmente ai Medicine and Surgery, are held weekly throughout the. entire year in thc Cailege Building itself. The attondance la about

%O0 patients yearly. la addition, the Faculty, being strongly represented on the Staffs of all the larger Hospitals and Dispensaries ai New

YOrk, give daily Systematie clinical lectnres In one or more of these institutions as a regular Ieature an the College Curriculum. The great

elinical resources of Bellevue, Charity and Roosevelt Hospitals, the Demiet Dispensary, the New York Eye and at Ifinary and the Meat-
t n Eye and Ear Hospital, are thus made of avail for the instruction o the Student. Attendance at Clinice le optio and withoaut extra

eharge. III. RECITATIONS upon the tois of the r lectures are held daily throughaut bath Sessine by a Carpe ai Examiners.
4
kttendance aptIonal Fos: WInIte Session. $10. SDprIng ession, $30. Cofloglate Yeu.r, $60. IV. PER8ONAL INSTRUCUION.

ndce opatomy l taught in the disesectin. ber t May, and every Student is expected to dissect. Fe $10. good for a
0
Olegiate Year. r Cis taught t om L orY in the Sprng. F e $15. Cases of Obstetrics are furnished to advanced

gteYa.Prac0l Chemistry il taug t in the Laborato i h pig e$ Pyia igoiOhhlOOy

8tudents without charge. Personal instruction in operative ,Surgery mnor S rgery. Physical Diagnosis, OPhthamology,

, and Larylgoscopy le also given by Instructors, emment i ese seversi depar iefli, for very moderate tee& Attendance

EXPENSES1.
The e.ceassry collegiate expenses are the yearly matrieulation fie ($5., good fara Collegiate Year) 1nd the feu for the d0adactie lectures

01 the Winter Session ($20. for the Course an each b ranch, or $140. for the entire curriculum). In ailitian, a Grating Foi of $80. le

thed. The gradating course requires thte each study, and attendance upon two courses of lectures, on each of the seven branches of the
e. Tegaaigcurerqie.heeyassuy Collgt graduates of other Colle es of three year standigtoThel

I iter Curriculum. Lecture fees are remmitted graduates of the the later olhic, athea has eena ta Thheole -

es'l tudenta, and ta Studente who have alteady attended ta full courses of lectu.ee, the latter ai whlch, a t least, bas bien at tbis College. To

8tJleulants, wo have attended two fulu courses elsewhere, a fu course ticket le granted for $70, All fees are payable in advance, OARD

% be had for trom $6. ta $9. a week, and the Clerk ai the College will aid students in obtaining the same.

For further information, and for the Annual Catalogue and Announcement, address,
-EIDV-A.EÉ J CUBTIS, M.D.,

Secretary of the Faculty,
COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

CoaN»a 23D STaSE- & FOUsIH AvMUs, Naw Yoaa.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS 0F 1876-77.

T HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,and a Summer Session.
THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will commence on Wednesday, September 13, 1876,

and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures oi
special subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given, as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing tO
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter
is not required. During the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will be given in precisely the same number and
order as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 27, 1876, and end about the îst of March,
1877.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER. M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinisal Surgol-LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK M. D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynaecology.
WILLIAM M. POLK, M.D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D., Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M. D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System and Clinieal Mediei1e

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M.D. Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., Lt.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES M.D., Professor of Dernatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery, etc.EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)
LEROY MILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. A. SMITH, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine.

A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didactic teaching. Althe lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didacticlectures on every week-day, 'except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.
The Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text-books. This term continues from the first OfMarch to the first of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corps Ofexaminers appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given in the Hospital and College Building.

Fees for the Regular Session.
Fees for Tickets to aIl the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures.... .... $140 00Matriculation Fe00
Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection)....................
Graduation Fee .................... .............. ... '.".".".0

Fees for the Spring Session.
Matriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter) ''''.'..... '--.. . .5 00Recitations, Cinics, and Lectures........................................................ .. 500Dissecting (Ticket good for the following Winter) ................................... '.'''.10 00

Stndents who have attended two full Winter courses of lectures may be examined at the end of their second course M"
Materia Medica, Physiology, Anatomy, and Chemistry, and, if successful, they will be e.amined at the end of their thir
ourse upon Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Obstetrics only.

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other Information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medioa CoUege.
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PURE GOD-LIVER OIL,
Ianufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HIAZARD & CASWEL-L, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

The universai demand for Cod-Liver void of color, odor, and flavor-having a

Oil that can be depended upon as strictly unpeasat taste. It is so sweet and pure

ure and scientifically prepared, having lan bs e rtaned t heo st perons m
een long felt by the Medical Profession, that it can be retained by the stomach

We were induced to undertake its manu- wenoe fond of it.
facture at the Fishing Stations, where the becomefodf t
ash are brought to land every few hours, Th secret of making good Cod-Liver
ild the Livers consequently are in great O lies in the proper application of the

Oifet is aufeuedyu.o proper degree of heat; too much or too
This Oil is manufactured by us on the r tttetiserinusY injure the quaiity.

8ea-shore, with the greatest care, from Great attention to ceaniuess is abso-

fresh, healthy Livers. of the Cod only, Luter Oecess rancid Oi found in the
*ithout the aid of any chemicals, by the mar is The mae o faurers who
8lMplest proces. and lowest temperature market isthe make of nanufacturers who

bYwhich the O ean be separated from are careless about these matters.

the o ells of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Porf. Parker, of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.

Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "It is the best for foreign or domestic use."

After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-

Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Ois.

The Three Best Tonies of the Pharmacopoeia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.

CASWELL, JIAZA RD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonics'

%s combined in their elegant and palatable FPerro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark. a combination of the Pyrophoe0ovte

%f Iron and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astrigency of the Calisaya are over-

orme, without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cord!at, deticious to the taste

and acceptable to the nost delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALI cAYA BARK, no

from ITS ALKALOIDS OR THEIR SALTS--beine unlike other preparations called " Elixr of Calisaya and Iron," which aresipy an

lixir of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true Eixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-

8ert-spoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

Ferro-PhosIphorated Elixir of C'alisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia added

%o each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.

Ferro-Phospiorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismnth, con
t
aining eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each

able-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD & 0O., CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS, New York.

T. M ORSON & SON,
ai, 33 & 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.

WORKS: HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOIERTON E., LONDON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Chemicals and all New Medicines.

PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE

SPECIALTIES.
PREPARATIONS. (The
PORCI, Pure.
POWDER, or POUDRE
WINE.
LOZENGES.
GLOBULES.

Original English Manufacturers.)

NUTRITIVE.

PANCRIEATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COD LIR OIL.
SACCHARATED WHEAT P HOSPHATES.
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)

N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerne.
GELATINE. (The most econornical substitute for Isinglass.)

CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CILOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
GINGERINE and ALOINE.

Sold Wholesale and Retail by all Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MO RSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MO RSON'S
MOSON'S
MORSON'S
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
M DICAL cOLLEcrE,

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSION S OF 1875-76.

HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Sessiovand a Summer Session.
THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1875-76 will commence on Wednesday, September 15, 1875'and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, 'consisting of didactic lectures GOspecial subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will he given, as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing toattend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latteris not required. During the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will be given in precisely the same number a;4orde, as in the Regular Session.
THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednegday, September 29, 1875, and end about the îst of MarCI

1876.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof.'of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER. M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., Prof. of Principles and Practiceof Surgery with Diseage of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinical UwoLEWIS A. SAYRE, M. D., Prof. of Orthope4ic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.WILLIAM T. LUSK M D Prof. of Obstetrica and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical pfidwifery.EDMIJND R: PEASLEE Mà D LL.D., Prof. of Gynoecology*EDWARD G. JANEWAr, M.D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D., Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
• HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., Professor of PsychologicSl Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.EDWARD L. KEYES. M.D., Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery, etc.EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Pathological and Practical Anatomy. (Deinonstrator of Anatony.)
A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didactic teaching.the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didàctlectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction. The unionclinical and didactic teaching will also be carried out in the Summer Session, nearly all of the teachers in this Facultl

being physicians and surgeons to the Bellevue Hospital.
The Summer Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text-books. This tern continues from the middle

March to the end of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corpsexaminers appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics will also be held.

Fees for the Regular Session.
Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Terni, including Clinical Lectures........140 0Matriculation F. 5 00Deraduator TFeet "''''''''''•1 '''''''''''.y''''''''''' -·'-. •••••••••••• 100Grad·.u.ato ·e ...............-..................... ............................... 80 00

Fees for the Summer Session.
Matriculation Çicket good for the following Winter) .. .. 0.. .. ....··.··.··.·· 0.Recitations, Clinics, and Lectures.. ........................... ............................. 5 5Dissecting (Ticket valid for the following Winter).. .. 0.........

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address the Secretary of the Cl0il41

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Bellevue Hospital Medical Co«Ole
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1 CUTLER'S,GEORGE TIEMANN & CO., POCKET INHALER
A. STORLMANN. ESTABLISEED 1826. ED. PFARRE AND

67 UATHAX STREET, IRW'Y<>R, O carbolate of Iodine Inhalants

A REMEDY for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-A eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.
KAL~.AU1I$aK AIN Âru Â ~ F

MANUIFAcTUREES AND ljrjIMP oETR O

BURGIOAL INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus for Fractures, Dislocations and Deformities,

Latest Instruments for Local Anoesthesia, and for Applica-

tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of ail kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED
BY THE

ARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

Aknerican Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

Dr. Garrett's Electrie Disks.

(a flexible Pad,) if worn in the night or day, self-applies
a fine constant Electric influence ; an Ezternal Remedy
of peculiar power: cures chronic Pains, local Weakness
and other ills; also aids the effect of other remedies, for
Weak Lungs, Throat, Stomach or Bick, Sluggish Liver,
Rheumatic Heart, Asthma, Congestion in neck and
Head, Pains, Weak Kidneys and Pelvic organs.

* t large Disks, 5 by 8 inches, 24 poles, $2. Childrens, 2 by 5, $1·
le,2 poles, 60cts. Greatly improved in efficiency and durability•
Di is warranted.

ysiclans say, "larrett's Disk is the only thing for thua purpose,
" lb truly scientific and reliable."
Old by Druggists and Surgical Instrument Dealers.

'Ot by Mail on receipt of Price, by A. C. GAnRATT, M. D., (Electri-
Hamilton Place, Boston, Mass.

This irstrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and is well adapted to the treatment of ail those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commende itself te ait
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words :

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its

purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual
means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
out in the execution.'

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, beuides
being as safe and efficient in the hande of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 nnw in use in this country.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly
ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
ottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept by ail druggists. Send your address and receive car
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & CO.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on recelpt of $1.

TO MEDICAL MEN.
TE Property and Good-will of a Practice for Sale, in an

enter rising Village on a line of Railroad. Practies
established 16 years, and worth from $2,500 to $3,000 a-year.

Possession lst of April next. Satisfactory ressons for
selling.

Address " LANci Office," Toronto.

NICROSCOPY..
RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B.. M.R.C.S., Eng., Fellow

Royal Microscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microscopy,

Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical examinations of Diseases and

Excreta of the body; also, of Toxicological conditions In connexion

with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupils.

Yorkville, Toronto,

gy 
AND

SUR G ICA.i APPILIANCES.

A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip-

joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.
JAMES AUTHORS,

LEG& ~16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.

I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and

l lence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac-

edin any part of the world.
JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S.,Eglald.

UT PE6 Y J&R ArISA
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DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS f
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, a11
regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. CoLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gaeo
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderfuxl and valuable remedy eVer
discovered.

CHLORODYNE is adrfiitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable renedl
ever discovered.

CHLORODYNE i.s the best renedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Feyer,

Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the only specific in Cholera and Dysenterf-
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spastoe
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothach'

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from indian Economist.

"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by *subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior to
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is
properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medo
men but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of t0

thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing." g3
" Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Co

at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CILO'
DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VEsALIUs PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine 0o e
tious as an Anti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrha, and other diseases, and
most perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THomAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, affow

ing relief in violent attaeks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who bas sufferedol
years with periodical attheks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unaBle to obtain relief from other remedies, sua
opium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horncastle.
"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent dXio-

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodic. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause- l
induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advan2
ever all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
"It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTIoN.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance thath#

public should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."
Vice-Chancellor WooD stated that Dr. J. CoLLIS BROWNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that t

whole story of the Defendant, F EEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne nd Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresenta

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lani confirm this.decisionlthat Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYN'

Sold in Boules at is 1½d., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., cach. None genuine without !he woids " )r.
COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODY NE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Mediw
Testimony accompanies each bottle.

SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL ST EET, BLOOMSBURY, LO$Pol
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PUT UP IN-l lb., 5 lb., and 10 Ib, CANS.

Co

(PETIROLEO VIRTUS VALIDISSIMA.)
T The most efficacious virtuefrom Petroleum."

kErhe Emollient and healing principle froin Pet roleum, highly purified and concentrated, without the use of chemicals. It has an
%OlUte non-affinity for oxygen or moisture ; a perfect bland, soothing. oleaginous substance, applicable to the most sensitive con-

n, even to the eye, without the slightest irritation, and yet so hoinogeneous and dense as to exclude atmospheric action and other
'fic influence. IT IS A PERFECT APPLICATION.

BEN UsED AS SURGiCAL DRESSING, and the bandages adhere to the wound, the subseqent applications may be made upon the
rior of the last fold, which it will penetrate at once, thus avoiding the danger of re-opening the wound.
FOR BURNS AND SCALDS it is INVALUABLE. It allays the acute inflammation almost immodiately, and thoroughly protects the
ed parts from the action of the atmosphere. If used promptly and ALONE, the wound heals rapidly, even in severe cases,
o0ut any sloughing, and usually without leaving any scars For cuts, lacerated surfaces, all kinds of Inflanmation, poisoning,
8KIN DISEASES GENERALLY. For Piles and diseases of the rectum, uterus and urethra, by injection. Hundreds of uses
it are suggested to the physician who knows its positive virtue. It is incapable of decomposition. fermentation, or becoming
ld on any sore, in any climate or temperature.

Posmcoline combines readily with White Wax for Ointments, Cerates, with Sulphur, Iodine, Bromine,'etc., with Camphor, Gums,
.Is, etc. It does not combine with proof spirits, Ammonia, or Caustie Alkalies. Coming fron the same primitive source as
bi Acid, it bas a peculiar affinity for that valuable remedy, and forms a mperior vehicle for it : on account of its simple and

%qive character it is vastly superior to Olive Oil, Lard etc., as a, menstruum for other e ternal applications. As an emollient, it is
rior to Glycerine, especially the Rose perfumed. its non-affinity for oxygon or moisture renders it a perfect protection against
When applied to surgical instruments.

Prepared expreusly for Medical Purposes by
m . aP. aE i O U Grs f K Tih 215 oh ro .,

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LACTO-PHOSPIA TES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

f4kpound Elixir .of Phosphates and Calisaya,
À Chemical Food and Nutritive Ton ie.

IIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-

2 gre. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
k1lPon, 1 gr. of Alkaloids of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-

Chinchonine, andfifteen drope of free Phosphoric Acid to
half ounce.

h cases convalescing from adynamie fevers, in all condi-
of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-

on of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
ý#rtion, dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or anSmic

en, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,
is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it

be taken for a protracted period without becoming
Ignaut to the patient.

ehen Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
%rinacopœia may be added, each fluid drachm making the

of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
%&hination in dyspepsia with constipation anî headaches.

la Compound is prepared with great care, and will be main-
od of standard purity and strength. Prepared by %

T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUTFACTURER 0F

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ISTABLISHED 1837.

T HE subscriber would again remind the Medieal and
Dental Profession that he still continues to manufac-

ture his celebrated Instruments, in all the various branches.
Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years bas afforded, bas enabled

,him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet
for which they are intended, a desideratum which will be
appreciated by all wishing to purchase Instruments, tha
are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. 2, " " " " ..... 18.00
Aspirator, No. 3, " " " i ...... 12.00

All the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

AU orders entrusted to bis care will be promptly attended
to.

pr Catalogues furnished on application.
HORATIO G. KERN,

Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St.,Philadelphia.
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THE HEALTH LIFTIS ECOMING INDISPENSABLE AS AN ADJUNCT TO MEDICAL TREATMENT. AND IS
NOW IN THE OFFICES OF MANY OF OUR LEADING PHYSICIANS. NO ONE THING
WILL 50 GREATLY HELP THE DOCTOR IN RESTO-RiNG HIS PATIENTS. IT IS
UNIVERSALLY RECOMMENDED BY THE MEDICAL PROEFESSION.

ADU'-ESS FOR FULL PARTICULARs, F, G. WELCH, M.D.. Manager,
AGENTS WANTED HEALTH LIFT CO., 46 EAST14MTH SI. Ntwý YouK

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS

MEDICAL USE.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

NEW YORK CITY.
BOSTON. Prof. W. A. Hammond, X.

Prof. Lewis A.Sayre, M.D.Prof. Francis Minot, M.D. Poof. James R. Wood' M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO. Prof Robert E. Rogers
Prof. N. 6. Davis, M.D. Padan
prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.CAD.Prof.Jame S. JweIl MD.Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St0

DETROIT. Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kin$
Prof. Thea. A. McGraw, M.D. Dr. John R. Dickson, M.J.,
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D. Kingston.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D. Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tb
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D. rold.

Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.»")
ST. LOUIS. Fergus.

Dr . A. Wolverton, M.D.,i uis"Prof. J. K. Banday, M.D. ilton.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D. Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toront*

Galvano-Faradie Manufacturing Companiy~
107' IEASrN 34th SEW., YEWORKCI

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their 10

Poof Jame R. WooM.D

OPTICIAN TO THE BRITISH
ANDCAAA

ArNTeo»McT.D, t

__ jri1  NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS

By specal -tharines.t

1~406 and 66 Strand, 54 Cornhill and 63 St. Paul's Churchyard,
LODDON, ENGLANF.

J. H. STEWARDDS NEW FIELD GLASS, BTE Du ,,"
as supplied to Sir Garnet Wolseley's Staff for the Ashantee
Expedition-the fineet Binocular now made.

SOLE MAKER of the celebrated fitLord Bury"l Telescope, £3 10s. iéJ. là. STEWARD'S î3 S. ODUOATIONL MICROSCOPE, complete in Cabinet, wDth set of three powert, 1, .and
live box, stage forceps and tweeters, inqluding "Hlf hours with the Microscope," by Dr. Lankester.

1 7a EA Tt4hh., N WeO K

ILLUSTRATE CATALOGUES, gratis, post-free, or on applicatio to the " Canada Lancetn office, where a sample ir
Microscope may be seen.
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WHOLESALE AND

RELRYGT- . QRoET
RETAIL DRUGGIST-COR. QUEEN AND YONGE-8sT.. TORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to
%rket fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 os. bottles, and the price

oIited includes the bottle. Xe Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to Feb. lst, 1876.

, Carbolic.. .. O.........
Sulph. Ar.........8 o. bot.

'i Hydrocyan . ... ..
on. Carb..............

Cher, Nit.......... ... 8 o. bot.
Sulph..........

Co0.........
. Pot. Tart...........
tiZNit. fus.........
mCoaib.. .. .. o.... . bot.

ut,, Car.... ....... ..
Oxalas.. .. .......

%10a Hydrate ... . . ..
%orodyne ................
%8Oroform.... ............ b.
%Chon, Sul.. ..........

NO, puly.. .. ... c.i. ..
. LyttS...............
Belladon...............o.
Colocynth Co.
Gentian...........
Hyosciam, Ang........
Sarza Co., Ang........
Nucis Vom.........
Taraxacum.........

8enna ........ .... .
Aloes Soc.........

cg Acacia, puv. .....
rie, pure........... .. lb.

erA m. Cit ....... * . . . .
et Quin. Cit..

e Citro,phos.........
b Redact.. .. ......
vdrarg, Chlor..........

cg 0Greta......

$ c.
0 07
0 20
0 23
0 25
0 22
0 33
0 28
0 08
1 30
0 63
0 80
0 30
0 15
0 15
1 40
0 60
0 13
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 05
0 20
0 30
0 75
0 07
0 50
0 30
0 90

* 1 10
0 60
0 30
0 12
065
0 18
0 15
0 is
0 12

Iodine, resub .............. oz.
Jalapin.................. "
Lin. Saponis.. .......... 8 oz. bot.
Liq. Ammon............

" Arsenic............
" Bismuth...........
" Donovan .............. "
" OpiiSed................ "
"Potassi.............. "

Mist. Ferri Co.. ........ 8 oz. bot.
Morph. Sul.................o.

" Mur............. "
01. Crotonis............

" Jecoris Asselli..........lb.
", Olivîe Opt.. ........

Opium....................o.
Powd.........

Pil. Aloes.. ....... ..... gros.
e " et Ferri.......... "

" "Myr...........
" Assafotid.............. "
" Cath. Co., U. S........ "

Hydrarg, Mass.. .. l.... b.
Subchlor. Co. gross,

Rhel. Go..........
Podophyllin, Go.

Plumbi Acet.. ............. b.
Potass. Acet...........

" Bicarb ..........
" Bromid........... "

Iodid...............U
Pulv. Creta Co..........

" " 0 Opio..........
"e Ipecac...... ... "

SJ ..........

Quinsesui..oz.

* c.
0 50
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 45
0 28
160
0 17
0 20
4 50
4 50
0 25
0 25
0 30
0 70
0 85
0 30
0 30
0 38
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 90
500
0 75
1 00
3 00
2 40
2 00
260

Rad. Rhei. pulv............ lb.
Santonine .. .... .... ..... .. os.
Sodæ Bicarb.. ............. lb

" Potass. Tart.......... "
Spir. Camphor..........8 oz. bot

" Ammon. Co.
Syr. Aurant............

Codeia............
Ferrilod..........
Strych. Phos. Co ......
Hypophos ............

" Phosph. Co............
" Senegoe...........

Scillæ ............
Tinct. Aconit .............. g"

" Arnica............
Calumb...............'g
Camph. Co...".
Cardam. Co ........... g

" Catechu .............. "t
" Cinchon Co ........... "

Colch. Sem............ "
Digital.. ............. g

Ergot . "i
" Ferri Perchlor.... ..

Gentian Co......... "
Hyosciam ............. "g

" Iodine ............
Nucis Vom........ .

Valer.............
" Verat Vir ............ o,

Un. Hyd. Nit .............. b.
Vin. Ipecac. ......... .. 8 oz. bot

" Antim ................ "C

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constantl'Pyof reliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half-Scabs, $1. ' Enemas from 75c.

'DR. ViRTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
4belutely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Vius

Obtained by the method of

TRUE ANIMA. VACCINATION,
atituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
ou case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in

e, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by
Uenry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far

largest and most perfect in the world.

GE IVORY "LANCET" PqINTS, PACKAGES OF
10......... .. ... ..................

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SQABS), MOST CAREFULLY
SELECTED......................$5.00.

t411 Virus lu fully warranted efficient. It wll be packed
;,C with perfect uafety by mail. Pull directions for. use
ýZrapany each package. Remittances met accompany

r. 8afe delivery of Virus insured.

R. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass,

Chromos. HEADQUARTERS FOR FORE1GN
AND AMERICAN CHROMOS. Dealers, Agents, Trunk and
Box-makers, Newspaper Publishers and Tea Stores, will finda
complete supply. Our new and briliant specialties are
unequallie. Our 9 x 11 Mounted Chromos outsell anything
in the market. Twelve samples for $1.00; one hundred for
$6.00. Illustrated Catalogue free. J. LATHAM & Co.,
419 Washington St., Boston, Mass. P.O. Box 2154.

A MUNTHLY JOURNAL OP

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,

CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the largest
and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

8sued promptly on the 1st Of each month.

Subsoription $3 per annum in advanRo. Single
opies 30 cents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

Al Communications containing Remittanes, Drafts or
Pout-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTox M.D.
Manager, Toronto.

* c.
2 00
0 65
0 12
0 38
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 90
0 50
0 650 45
0 40
0 30
020
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 24
0 20
024
0 20
0 20
0 30
0 18
0 20
0 20
0 65
0 24
0 53

.0 30
0 24
0 20
0 60
0 40
0 80
0 20



The Barin-g Triiss and Birace Co.
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Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVER,

Unrivalled foe. the treatment of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,
restrains no motion, and maket no
show through the dress.
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For lateral curvature of the 0p
The general action is to reverse tDe
body's weight, and so depri
gravity of its depressing force.

Fi,-. Nc. 7.

lie above cut represents BN-
imsG's No-FaicTaioi SELy-ADJuaT-
isai Ba&cm TEas, applieti for the
retention of inguinal, femoral
and umbilical hernis. Acta upon
the principle of removing visceral
weight from hernial openings. la
light, cool and self-adjustable, and

Banning Truss & Brace Co's.
a Ir sa T E M

0F

XECHANICAL SUPPORT
Ras the unqualifled endorsement of over five
thousand of the leading medical men of this
country and Europe, and bas been adopted by
them in their practice.

PRACTITION ERS
Xeport to the Medical Journals and to us that
cass of

SPINAL DEFORMITIES

which have gone through the whole catalogue of
other Spinal Propo, Corsets, Abdominal Sup-
porters and Pessaries,

YIELD READILY
TO

fllir 'irvfd1m nf ~ii ninart

The above cut re
IMPOVED ABDoxMnt
removing visceral we

rcigte truncal 1
its attachment, Bm
E» BIFUBTED UTEB
in supporting the va
on each aide, thus, w
the vagina, restorini
or overtaxed uterus
ing it] to its normal

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE C0,, 704 Broadway, above 4th St,
No other office or Address. Sdnd for Descriptive PanIphie

N. B.-The numbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descrintive List No


